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1. INTRODUCTION

This report summarizes a three year effort under AFOSR contract
to elucidate plausible velocity coupling mechanisms in solid
propellant rocket instability.

"Velocity coupling" is a rather general term, which would tend to
encompass all phenomena not included in pressure-coupled
instability; in practice, the majority of instability phenomena
in solid propellant rocket motors seem to resist explanation by
pure pressure-coupled instability. In most general terms,
pressure is a state variable, and the response of the propellant
combustion to pressure perturbations could be explained without
detailed account of the associated fluid dynamic processes within
the motor -- provided the gaseous combustion region were
sufficiently thin to be conceived as quasi-steady (in the sense
of responding "instantaneously" to any pressure perturbation).
This leaves the thermal wave relaxation within the condensed
phase as the only possible mechanism for dynamic coupling with an
external acxoustic field, considering a Rayleigh instability
mechanism. This is in general insuffucient. Fluid dynamic
phenomena must be incorporated to account for other instability
mechamisms. This means, in particular that the instability
characteristics of a given propellant/motor configuration can not
be conceived globally, based on the propellant properties alone:
one must take into account the particular internal flow field, or
fluid-dynamic variables. This complicates the task of
instability calculation considerably, for obvious reasons.

After the effect of pressure perturbation has been separated,
what seems to remain is the (external, tangential) velocity
effect; hence the name for the instability coupling mechanism.
In practice, this may involve turbulence-combustion interaction,
residual exothermicity (slow kinetics) coupling, visco-acoustic
coupling, vortex-boundary interaction, or other diverse
phenomena, all having to do with instability mechanisms coupled
with the fluid dynamics of the internal flow.

The phenomena under consideration are also characteristically
nonlinear, in the sense that the response depends upon the
perturbation amplitude, and efficient coupling (and energy
exchange) exists between different frequency components (in
particular, high-frequencies influencing low-frequency behavior).
This accounts for the considerable complication in the analysis,
and renders limited utility to quasi-linearized calculations.

Against this general background, the present investigation has
engaged in the following three major tasks, undertaken during a
period of three years: (1) a critical literature evaluation
regarding mechanisms of velocity-coupled instability, (2) a
detailed order of magnitude evaluation of the various mechanisms,
and (3) a detailed numerical analysis of the most prominent
mechanism.
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The major accomplishments of the present study are in the three
aforementioned areas: The critical literature review included
vortex/boundary interaction, an area studied previously by
Flandro, Combustion/Acoustic interaction in the coreflow, due to
residual exothermicity, studied previously by Ben-Reuven and
Caveny in conjuction with nitramine rocket propellants, and
visco-acoustic coupling. All of these areas have been covered
extensively in the two foregoing annual interim scientific
reports under this contract.

The subject of turbulence-combustion interaction has also
received due coverage during the present study, although outside
of the areas covered in the two previous interim reports.

An additional objective of the study was to establish and
maintain contact with the experimental study, carried out in
parallel at UTC/CSD, under Dr. Robert Brown. This has been
likewise carried out, through numerous discussions and exchange
of information, which definitely shaped both the focus and the
outcome of the present velocity coupling analysis.

Aside from the literature surveys published earlier, cf AFOSR TR-
82-1017, this analysis has two major accomplishments: (1)
Identification of the visco/acoustic coupling as a potentially
powerful velocity-coupled instability mechanism, through both
detailed order of magnitude study, as well as small-perturbation
(asymptotic) analysis, and (2) development of an explicit
numerical finite-difference algorithm, for solution of the
nonsteady, compressible, axisymmetric flowfield within the rocket
motor, geared toward the elucidation of the visco-acoustic effect
predominant near the injected surface.

An interesting outcome of the present study is in the area of
steady injected internal flow. The singular small-perturbation
analysis has enabled analytical expressions for the dimensionless
axial pressure drop, and the surface friction coefficient, in
terms of the injection Reynolds number and Mach number. These
afford exceptionally good agreement with the experimental data
obtained by Dr. Brown at CSD/UTC recentlu, as well as earlier
measurements by Olson and Eckert. These tend to be collaborated
by the numerical results generated recently by this author. The
evidence points to the plausibility of the visco/acoustic driving
mechanism (as a necessary condition); in the meantime, one need
not invoke turbulence or other phenomena to explain the axial
pressure drop deviation from the pure inviscid (rotational)
theory of Culick Taylor, Berman, and others. The reader is
referred to Appendices A and B for detailed discussions.

The small perturbation boundary layer analysis of the viscous
sublayer at steady state has been the subject of two
publications, presented at the recent (1983) 20th JANNAF
Combustion Meeting, and at the Aerospace Sciences Meeting of the
AIAA (Jan. 1984); the latter has been submitted to the AIAA
Journal for publication. Both papers are enclosed in Appendices
A and B mentioned above.

.
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At the closing of the present research period, the computational
finite-difference algorithm developed has just begun to yield
useful results. Numerical stability was demonstrated in marching
toward steady state with fixed injection rate and wall
temperature imposed; the initial data utilized Culick's inviscid
solutions. Some of the results following 1200 timewise
integration steps are shown in Figures 2.1 through 2.4 herein.
In particular, the computed axial pressure drop shown in Figure
2.1, is similar to that measured by Brown et al (1983), and
correlated by the perturbation analysis of Ben-Reuven, all of
which depart from the axial pressure drop predicted by the
inviscid theory. Integration can be readily carried out with
imposed time-dependent boundary data, to simulate the perturbed
exit nozzle behavior in the CSD experiment.

The explicit finite difference algorithm developed herein follows
a modular design, and allows for arbitrary radial mesh
specification (within the limits of physical resolution and
numerical stability). The modular structure can readily
accommodate additions [more comprehensive boundary data
treatment; accounting for combustion; including turbulence
transport], in the form of subprograms. A joint publication with
Prof. Vichnevetsky is in preparation on the numerical stability
features when source terms are incorporated.

The remainder of the present report comprises a User's Manual for
the "MOSCO" finite difference program. Three chapters provide
background information regarding the formulation of the partial
differential system and the finite difference algorithm used for
solution, a discussion of the program features, and a discussion
of the results, respectively.
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2. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION OF THE FINITE DIFFERENCE CODE.

2. . INTRODUCTION.

MOSCO is a finite difference FORTRAN code, to solve the viscous,
time-dependent, compressible Navier-Stokes equations. The four
equations of motion, for an axi-symmetric geometry are:
continuity, axial momentum, radial momentum and energy. The
finite difference algorithm used is a modified unsplit MacCormack
efahmei The general mode of integration is explicit predictor-
corrector.

For a complete description of the original scheme and a
discussion of the limitations thereof, the reader is referred to
the two original MacCormack papers listed in References 1 and 2.

A detailed discussion of the partial-differential system is given
in Ref. 3 herein. It should be pointed out that for a nonsteady,
compressible configuration, the flowfield is non-solenoidal,
i.e., divergence of the velocity vector is nonzero. This gives
rise to a number of terms emanating from the symmetrical part of
the stress tensor, which can not be ignored in general.

The two important modifications made to the original scheme are
as follows: (i) only advective terms are written in the
conservation form (general flux terms), while dissipative terms
of all kinds appear as "source" terms (non-conservative) in the
finite- differenced equations of motion. Also, (ii) arbitrarily-
varying radial mesh size is employed, along with a uniform axial

mesh: along with the variation imposed in (1), this neccessitates
proper representation for the second-order and radially-space-
centered first-order derivatives, to reflect the aforementioned
nonuniformity and maintain second-order consistency of the scheme.

Actual implementation of the MOSCO program involves very small
radial mesh-size near the r=l boundary, representing the porous,
iniected wall. The mesh is then gradually increased toward r=O,
at the cylindrical centerline. A ratio of 1/100 between the
respective mesh sizes has been tried. A similar ratio would also
hold normally between the smallest radial increment and the
(uniform) axial mesh size.

Preliminary small perturbation analysis has pointed out the
necessity of proper accounting for the near-wall processes, where
viscous dissipation is dominant. The importance of these viscous
processes to proper understanding of the steady state axial
pressure distribution has been discussed elsewhere. The
interaction between acoustic vibrations and the dissipative
processes in this nearfield drives the visco-acoustic coupling
mechanism, an important component of nonlinear velocity coupled
instability. For this purpose, the fine± radial stepsize near the
wall is implemented.

The unsplit MacCormack scheme, under these conditions, has one
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maior drawback: to maintain numerical stability, the Courant-
Friedrichs-Lewy condition is implemented to calculate the time
step size according to the smallest spatial increment.

Cosequently, the overall (uniform) time stop is very small,
considering the value implied by the radial mesh near the
centerline, or the regular axial mesh. Over a period of several
thousands o timesteps, this might lead to an appreciable error
regarding the timewise profiles. In this respect, the split
MacCormack method might be superior for obtaining long-term
transient or low frequency behavior.

The present algorithm is set up to integrate the fully dynamic
system. Its limitations regarding long-time and low frequency
behavior are recognized. The major advantage of the system
relative to implicit integration algorithms is quite obvious, in
obtaining typically low-cost and low CPU performance. Other
advantages, due to the specific construction, are the modular
structure, in which changes in the formulation are easy to
implement, (details specific to the partial differential system
being solved appear only in three subprograms) additions can be
readily made (through auxilliary subprograms) and programming
errors can be detected easily.

The general structure of OSCO3, the cold-flow simulation FORTRAN
code is depicted in Fig. 1. This is a development based on the
earlier ROSCO-series, reported previously by this author.

The logic of the timewise integration cycle is shown in Fig. 2.
The particular configuration corresponds to the marching toward
steady state mode, pertaining to the configuration of the program
listing in Appendix A herein.

A concise description of the partial differential system, the
boundary data, and the finite difference method is given in the
following Section. This is followed by a detailed glossary of
input parameters, and the output maps. Options regarding the use
o'f output data files were not included: other options which
require extensive setup (and depend crucially on printer
confiquratlon), such as printer-plots, were omitted. The program
iistirng, anid a sample output are given in Appendices A an i ,

respectively.
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The question of relevance of cold-flow simulation to internal
rocket flows, and the use of porous materials to simulate
propellants has been raised many times. Based on the present
experience, it seems that both are highly relevant, although
obviously defficient in several ways. For instance, normal
propellants respond to a positive pressure perturbation by
raising the burn rate, while a porous plug would yield a lower
mass flow rate if the pressure differential across it decreased.
The inability to simulate the high thermal-gradient region near
the surface of a propellant with the existing injected flow
techniques is another drawback. On the other hand, probing within
the interior of a burning propellant grain is still quite
impossible. The conclusion drawn is that cold flow injection and
porous materials have many limitations, but could still be
successfully utilized for study of certain limited physical
interactions, certainly not the entire instability phenomena. An
excellent example of such limited application is the visco-
acoustic mechanism, which comprises a clear fluid dynamic
phenomenon.

The importance of interior fluid dynamic considerations to the
proper understanding of solid propellant motor behavior can not
be overemphasized. Whether it is the highly-ordered, frequency
dependent visco-acoustic phenomenon, acoustic-combustion
interaction, or similar mechanisms of interaction, or
turbulence/combustion effects-- all require details of the local
fluid dynamic processes. It is therefore strongly recommended
that both theoretical analysis and idealized experimental
simulation of the internal flow field of solid propellant rockets
be continued.

• .. . . . . . . . . . . ,. . , , . . ..
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2.6 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A considerable amount of experimental data has been generated by
the cold-flow simulation effort at UTC/CSD, by Dr. Brown.
Nonsteady wall heat transfer coefficient measurements as well as
hot wire anemometry were utilized. Since the wall heat transfer
is very important to the understanding of combustion instability,
the folowing comments are made. It appears that the coherently
averaged spectra of the wall heat transfer, which filter out the
RMS or DC-effects due to turbulence and viscous second-order
interactions, demonstrate the validity of the visco-acoustic
coupling mechanism, suggested by this author in our 1982/83
Interim Report. The original figures from Brown's Annual Report
have been merely re-grouped here, in Figs. 2.8 through 2.12.

These figures show that the effect of increasing peturbation
amplitude, (from A'/A of 0.6 to 5.9%) and increasing perturbation
frequency (from 76 to 170 Hz) both cause enhanced wall heat
transfer, coherently with the acoustic frequency, at axial
stations considerably upstream of the velocity antinode of the
first or second axial acoustic modes. All of these effects are
explained by the visco-acoustic coupling mechanism.

When the same data were re-cast with the DC effects included, it
is evident that the low amplitude phenomena are swamped by near-
wall turbulence effects and other high- frequency noise, peaking
at the surface (as corresponding hot-wire traverses indicate).
This occurs at roughly 10 diameters downstream of the head end.
The higher perturbation amplitude and frequency coherence,
nevertheless, persist way downstream of this point.

Other hot wire anemometry data, obtained by Dr. Brown during
1983, seemed to indicate relatively high turbulence intensities
near the centerline (close to the head end) while these
intensities increased toward the wall at downstream stations. It
should be emphasized that these data were mostly obtained at the
low perturbation amplitude of A'/A = 0.6% ; close to the
centerline, the axial velocities are high, but du/dr is
vanishing; in the meantime, both the radial velocity component as
well as dv/dx are vanishingly small. Near the wall, however, the
radial velocity is nonzero, and both du/dy and dv/dr are
appreciable, while the axial velocity is small. The foregoing
physical picture holds for most of the flowfield. One therefore
expects the vorticity effects, responsible for turbulence
generation, to be strongest near the walls, even though the walls
are injected.

It is therefore suggested that the results pertaining to this
low-amplitude of perturbation be thoroughly checked prior to any
far reaching conclusions regarding the origin or evolution of
turbulence in internal injected flows. The experimental evidence
of most significance (and relevance to velocity coupling
instability) seems to be the steady state data, and the high
perturbation amplitude and frequency data.

.. o ,. .. .. ..... ............. .......... -..... .
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On the other hand, the corresponding (not normalized) radial
velocity distribution at the same station, shown in Fig. 2.7,
departs appreciably from its inviscid counterpart. This is not
surprising, as it infers that du/dx (axial acceleration) is
somewhat less than the inviscid prediction, since

? v/r
according to the continuity equation with negligible
compressibility; so that whenever dy/dr obtains a positive
increment, as occurs near the surface in Fig. 2.7, du/dx
decreases accordingly. This is consistent with the information
obtained in the axial pressure drop, Fig. 2.4, which shows that
the computed p-drop is somewhat smaller than the theoretical
inviscid prediction, since the axial acceleration balances the
axial pressure gradient in the coreflow, ci Appendix A.

In conclusion, the steady state results herein are both self-
consistent as well as in agreement with the predictions of the
viscous (perturbational) wall layer analysis, and the recent
measurements of Brown. The algorithm has been demonstrated
numerically stable in this mode, and can be utilized for
nonsteady flowfield simulation.

• .- . ." " - "-" .'-- .'- "" . . . . ". '. -. . . ."-" "" "-. . . . . ..
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2.5 DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Some of the results obtained from the numerical solutions will be
discussed herein, pertaining to marching toward steady state. The
reader is referred to Figs. 2.4 - 2.7 in which converged data
following 1201 timewise integration steps is summarized.
Considerably more data is available at both the last step and
intermediate time-levels as well: a partial output listing of the
same datum case discussed herein is appended to the User's Guide,
Chapter 3 .

It should be pointed out that there is nothing particular about
the Datum Case configuration used. The specific radial mesh
divisions are in no way "the best" or optimal. The axial mesh
size is quite large (1.0 in the dimensionless system, i.e., equal
to one radial length); smaller mesh size and considerably more
points in both radial and axial directions would definitely yield
better quality of data. The computer program can accommodate both
with only minor (and obvious) modification to Common statements
and the input data.

The physical input data used was to simulate cold nitrogen
injection under experimental conditions similar to those used by
Dr. Brown at CSD, withou attempting to simulate any particular
set of conditions exactly. Again, conditions like the injection
velocity, temperature, chamber reference pressure, etc can bea * readily varied, over a sufficiently wide parametric range.

In the meantime, it is asserted that the finite difference scheme
is numerically stable, within the limits of time-resolution
discussed in Section 2.3, and that the formulation as well as its
implementation correspond to the compressible Navier-Stokes
equations, in axisymmetric form. In numerous tests with coarse
radial mesh, (the viscous scales being much smaller), numerical
instability consistently developed; the aforementioned stability
therefore obviously depends on the degree of spatial resolution
near the surface.

In Fig. 2.4 he axial pressure drop is plotted against axial
distance, x. the trend in departure from the inviscid solution of
Culick is the same as that measured by Brown at CSD. In Fig. 2.5,
the friction coefficient and Stanton number (heat transfer
coefficien) are plotted against the injection ratio. The nearly-
linear trend is similar to that measured (for Cf) by Olson and
Eckert. Departure from the inviscid theoretical normalized axial
velocity profile is quite small at 10 radial distances from the
head end, as shown in Fig. 2.6.

- . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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2.4 THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

As differs from the physical plane, all of the dependent
variables in the numerical simulation must be specified along
each of the four boundaries. The available physical boundary data
has been discussed already in section 1.2 herein.

Along the centerline, (x,r=O), all of the boundary data is physically
available. The radial gradients of the density, axial mass flux,
and enthalpy, are all zero; the radial velocity is zero:

U(1, 1,K)=U(1,2,K)
U(3, 1, K)-U(3, 2, K) C.
U(4, 1, K)=U(4, 2, K)

Along the porous sidewall, (x~r=l) the axial velocity is zero,
the injection velocity and the wall temperature are specified,
and the pressure extrapolated, using a three-point algorithm:

C ----- POROUS SURFACE: PRESSURE EXTRAPOLATED. WALL ENTHALP=HWP.

DO 3 K=2,KXX
U(4,JRR,K)=(RRS*U(4,JRM1,K)-U(4,JRMI-1,K))/RSM1

3 U (1, JRR, K) =U (4, JRR, K) /HWP

rzlzs= r COk) - rtajA-P_)-/r(a PM-4 ) Z sAA=_sJ -- ....

This allows calculation of the density at the wall:

At the head end, (x=O,r), both velocity components are zero,
while the wall temperature is specified. The pressure is
extrapolated axially to the wall, using a two-point, second order
accurate extrapolation:

C ----- HEAD END:X=O. NOTE:U2=0 AND U3=0, ALWAYS. WALL TEMP.=HW=F(R).
DO 2 J=1,JRM1
U (4, J, 1) =U (4, J, 2)*2. -U (4, J, 3)
U(1, J, 1)=U(4, J, 1) /HWO
DO 2 M=I,MXX

2 U(MJ,KXX)=U(M,J,KXM1)*2.-U(M,J,KXMI-1)

From which the density at the wall is calculated:

1 1(< =) = X =o0)/ c{ 'EJ. (42UTi) 460VE.

At_ the exit plane, all of the variables are extrapolated axially,
using a two-point formula:

u(ooo 2t(7 KQ %~O 2)
which simulates a continued duct, not the entrance to a choked
nozzle; to simulate the latter, characteristics segments have to
be utilized locally, in a finite difference form.

.-.. _:.,~i :.' ':,,'Y -- .'-"-- -- . .... -'. .. - ...-.... " " " -.. . . . . . .° ". ..... " ' - " "- -



cu~rrently used, and the (regular) axial mesh size are such, that
the minimal timestep is always obtained by use of delta-R,
namnely:

Atc hx~n~Cc -U) <~c
(20)
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(18)

Obviously, the differences between adiacent radial increments
should be small where the third order radial derivative is
expected to be large, to insure small truncation error for the
second derivative. This principle is indeed followed in the
neighborhood of the porous wall; near the centerline, however,
the third-order radial derivatives are expected to be quite
negligible, so that a larger radial meshsize variation can be
implemented.

The reason for the peculiar weighting factors in the radial flux
terms within the predictor and corrector steps is now clear, to
maintain second-order accuracy in the overall (combined) timestep

a * integration: otherwise, (if the same finite-differencing is used
for both axial and radial derivatives), the algorithm is
consistent only to first order, with a radial diffusion term
which is proportional to the difference between two adjacent
radial increments.

The timestep size is determined by the smallest spatial
increment, usinQ the Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy stability condition,

AttCC +CC±V)C S- /M 0
where the coefficient B < I (strictly), is typically taken
between O.' and 0.6.

Previous error analysis of a modified Lax-Wendroff scheme (one
dimensional, nonstc dy), which involved source terms has
indicated that using a CFL number B=0.5 has clear advantages
toward reduction of the induced numerical diffusivity. Due to the
inherent similarities between both mathematical systems
(predominantly hyperbolic in axial direction), and numerical
method used (overall central-differences in space, predictor-
corrector, explicit), the same CFL number is currently
implemented. Performance in marching toward steady state is
clearly superior to identical cases using datum case input with
B7O.8, in terms of improved stability. In this mode of
operation, the cost is an obviously longer overall itegration
time.

The relative maqnitudes oi the smallest rmaial increment
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2.3 THE FINITE DIFFERENCE ALGORITHM: 2-STEP/UNSPLIT MacCORMACK

Following the original scheme by MacCormack,(1971, 1975) the
following explicit two-step procedure is proposed, in a
predictor-corrector manner:

tt

(13)

where overbar denotes "predicted" properties. The main
differences from the original MacCormack scheme are in the source
terms. herein (the original was written for conservation-form
differential system), and the special treatment required by the
uneven mesh. The "source" terms herein contain the dissipative
effects in the system.

Fiq. 3 depicts the spatial mesh in the axi-symmetric flowfield.
The confiquration employs a nonuniform radial mesh distribution,
which is very fine near the porus wall (r=l) and much coarsed
nemr the centerline (r=0). The axial mesh is uniform.

The overall configuration of the two steps, (first backward, then
forward) when combined, is space-centered. To remain at the

* second-order acuracy level in the radial direction, for the
source or S-terms which involve first and second derivatives, the
following finite differencing algorithm is utilized:

- ~ - ------- (15)

, 
1

__ ~ ~Q.- -

~vi~- )Li



transonic region is outside oi the domain oi inter * or tho
present system.

The initial data is specified as the following arbitrary (in
principle) distributions,

WJt -0, ) > V0(x (12)

The foregoing formulation is the subject for the numerical
OSCO/COLD-FLOW algorithm. Obviously, mathematical closure is
obtained when additional boundary data are invoked: this is
attained by using the appropriate characteristics relations
near the boundaries. The auxillary boundary data are discussed in
the following section.

a.;

0i

0'
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The radial and axial flux terms are, respectively,

FT V fsv Cw't, - V

= (~~ ~2 . ,(7)

The source terms are defined as follows. S1 = 0,

SeoFF

~(8)

*The following physical boundary data are available for the cold-
flow simulation problem; on the centerline, (t, r:O, x)

at the injected porous surface, (t, r1l, x)

* ~2V(~t WO kiC )(0

at the nonpermeable, solid head-end, Ct, r, x:O

V"', DA~ ) (11)

+ " " 
I The exit plane, defined by (t, r, x:L), forms an entrance into a

short convergent nozzle section, assumed choked at all times:
• detailed description of the nozzle entrance and its inherent

• .. ,i - . . / . . . . - . . ,, , . . ,' . , '. . . ." . . .'.. . . - , . i < - . . . . . - - . ., - .
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2.2 FORMULATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL SYSTEM

The four equations of motion pertain to compressible, viscous,
nonsteady motions in an axisymmetric flowfield. The system is
written in differential form, employing source terms to represent
the various dissipative effects.

The following dimensionless independent variables are introduced,

r elt0× , = i
where to = Ro/v o.

The corresponding dependent variables are:

(2

The properties used for non-dimensionalization are the injection
0 velocity, the reference gas density, and the reference chamber

pressure. The corresponding thermal enthalpy, ho . is calculated
from the caloric equation of state,

where gamma Cp/Cv is considered a constant. The reference
' adiabatic speed of sound is,

The corresponding injection Mach number, Reynolds and Prandtl
numbers are, respectively,

Thus, the dimensionless differential system can be written in
general, for 0 ( x<L, 0 < r < 1, and t > 0

r["F):x (6)

and the dependent variable vector is:

".'L
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3.1 INPUT DESCRIPTION

3.1.1 BLOCK DATA Statement

uiac DATA
COWNAREAIER0, PSTAR, TSTAR, VISC, COND, WBAA, RLLJ, HsTAR, CP,

+CF., ASTAR, XSTAR, XD, IPNTI, IPRDT (2), MCOR (2), INC3Q, ITMAX, VO, P0,10
COtilAREA1 /GMeW 1, GAM, GAM, BANK, C61, C62, C63, C64, C65,

+REO, END, EXD2, PI, PIT, EKM, MO, SSND, PRN~ DX, TOOX, DX2, RR(26), DR(25),
.'R2 (26) , R3 (26), XX (26), DT, EPS

CDM*Oh/ARE,2/MXX, JRR, KXX, JRM1, KXIi, KXPR (6), KXPMX, JRb(),
+JMX, D6X (4,26,26), DFR (4,26,26),VIC (4,26,26), HO, HW, RRS, RSMI

DATA COIhD, PSTAR, RSTAR, XSTAR, 6W, CFL/. 3166,2. SE5, .65,. 55, 1.4,. 5/
DATA VZERf,,VSC,TSTAR,WAR,Rw/I.gg, 1E-5, 278., .328, 8.314/
DATA JMPWX,JRPR,JRR/6, 1,3,5,7,9,11, 12Y
DATA KXP4AX, KXPR, KXX/6, 1,3,5,7,9,11, 12/
DATA V,,R1.981.36. ,ITAAX,IPR?1T1/1201,Mg/

DATA IPRDT, ICORR, I'12-1,B, 01,1 -,,/ NXX1/1
DATA DRR/.05,. 15,.2, .15,.15, .1,.11 .861.325,.31,.3, 14411.1

All of the input enters through the BLOCK DATA statement, and
transmitted to the remainder of the program through the labelled
Common Blocks.

Throughout the program, all dimensional parameters are in SI
units. The integration itself is carried out with dimensionless
variables: suitable transformation of the differential system has
been made, prior to utilization of the finite difference
algorithm herein.
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The seven input data lines are discussed in the following
glossary.

Line 1

COND = thermal conductivity, J/m-s-R of the gas (air)

PSTAR = reference pressure, N/m2

RSTAR = inner radius, m

XSTAR = axial length, m

GAMA = ratio of specific heats, CA/CV

CFL = Courant-Friedricks-Lewy number

Line 2

VZERO = injection velocity, m/sec

VISC = viscosity coefficient, Kg/m-s

TSTAR = ref. temperature of gas, K

WBAR = mean molecular weight of gas, kg/mol

RUJ = universal gas constant, J/mol-K

Line 3

JRPMAX total number of points to print out in radial
mapping (see output)

JRPR = radial position vector; numbers correspond to
distinct radial stations, and their total number
should agree with JRPMAX.

JRP maximum number of meshpoints in radial direction
(including ends)

Line 4

KXPMAX (same as JRPMAX) total number of axial points in
printout of axial maps

KXPR = axial position vector; axial mesh indices of
points to be printed out; total number should be
equal to KXPMAX

KXX = maximum number of axial mesh points, including
boundaries
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Line 5

VO = dimensionless (absolute) injection velocity

PO = dimensionless reference pressure

RO = dimensionless inner channel radius

ITMAX = total number of timewise integration steps
allowed

IPRNTI = number of timewise integration steps between
output

Line 6

IPRDT = predictor step, index displacement vector
(backward differences), used in DGDX and DFDR

ICORR = same as above, for corrector step (forward
differences)

INC = index shift vector for the central-difference
algorithms of SORCE subprogram

Line 7

DRR radial increment, starting with increment near
centerline, and ending with that near the wall
(last)

NOTE: DRR is dimensioned to 26 and empty places
above 12 must be padded with zeros.

CAUTION: Performance of the program is quite
sensitive to (small, required) step size near
wall.

This concludes the entire input data set.

.. ° -...
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3.2 MAIN

C---- R VERSION OF NCCORN INTEGRATION SEW. 12/9/93
C---FIRS' TRIAL:UNSPLIT, SINGLE PREDICTOR/CORRECTR CYCLE EALH DT.
C---VARI.BLE RADI;. STEPSIZE. ARBITRARY DR(J)=INPUT VECTOR.

COWVOtI/AREAO/VZERG, PSTAR, TSTAR, VISC, CND, WBAR, RUJ, HSTAR, CP,
tCFL, RSTAR, XSTAR, XO, iP T1, IPRDT (2), ICORR (2), IN (3), ITNAX, VU, F, RO
CiOMN/AREAI r IMA, SWAI, GA2, SA3, SA,3T, C6I, C62, C63, C&4, C65,

+RED, EMU,EMO2, Pl, P IT, E, RH6, SSD, PRN DX,TODX, DX2, RR 26), DRR (25),
+R2 (26), R3 (26), XX (26), DT, EPS

O /NIAREA2/MXX, JRR, KX, JIRM, UXmi, KXPR (6) , KXPMX, JRPR (6),
+JRPMAX, DGX (4, 26,26), DFR (4, 26, 26), VI C (4, 26, 26), HWO, HIP, QRS, RSMI
COWON/AREP3/U (4,12,12), L (4, 12, 12),S (4, 12, 2), SB (4, 12,12)
TIME-4.
L XL SDATA
KA
DO I L=, ITQ
IF(A.LT.IPRNTI)SI TO 2
CALL PRIN2(TIME,L)
K=6

2 CON.INL[E

CAL. TIMT1 (1XX,JRR,KXX,TiMi,DT)

I CON_ I NC
S-DP222
END

The MAIN program Just calls for calculation of the fixed
parameters and the initial data profiles, all in subroutine
SDATA. Then. in Do-loop #1 timewise int.gration is called out
each timestep, by calling subroutine TININT. Printing of the
variable tables of interest is made by calls to sobroutine PRINT,

each preselected number of timesteps: the integer IPRINTl

controls the number of timesteps between such output dumps.

................... i.. .----. i i ... .........--i -- i-..-..'....'......'...'...-...-..............-...-.... -
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3.3 TIME-INTEGRATION PROCEDURE

3.3.1 Subroutine TIMINT

SUBROUTINE TIMT1 (W, JF, KF, TIME, DT)
C-----*R VERSION Or UNSPLIT PACCOR0Lr TINE %ARCHING. 12/9/83.

MN/AREAOIVZERO, PSTAR, TSTAR, VISC, COND, WBAR, RUJ, HSTAR, CP,
+CFL, RSTAR, XSTAR, XO, IPRNTi, IPRDT (2), ICDORR (2), INC (3), ITMX, VO, PO, RD

(W'ION/AREA2/.XX, JRR, KXX, JRM1I, KXP., KXPR (6), KXPMAX, JRPR(6),
+JRPX, DGX (4, 26, 26), DFR(4, 26, 26), VIC (4,26,26), 4WO, HWP, RRS, RSMI

COP /AREA3/U (4,12,12), UB (4,12,12), S (4,12,12), SB (4,12,12)
C-- PREDICTOR STEP

CALL DFDR (WF, JF, KF, U, 2, IPRDT)
CALL D6DX (F, JF, KF, U, 2, IPRDT)
CALL SORCE (MF, JF, KF, U, S)
DO 6 P1,F
DO 6 J=2,JW1
DO 6 K=2,KX 1

6 U. ( J, K) (4., J, K -DT# (D,'R (,,J, K) +DGX(M,J, K)-S (Y, J, ) )

C -- CORRECTOR STEP
CALL EOJRY (K-, JF, KF, UB)
CA-'. DDR (., JF, KF, UB, 2, ICORR)
Ck.. DGDX (M, F, F, UB, 2, I CORR)
CA- SORCEI (MF,JF,KF,UB,SB)
DO 7 Pr-1, PF

DO 7 J2,JRM
DO 7 K=2,KXMI
U(MrJ,K)=(U(M,J,K)+UB(M,J,K))/2.-.5*DT*(D1R(,,J,K)+DGX(M,J,K)

- -(S(M,J,K)+SB(M,J,K))/2.)
7 CONTINUE

CP- BNDRY(MF,JF,KF,U)
TIME=TIME+DT

RETUr ,
END.

Subroutine TIMINT carries out the timewise integration process
for the unsplit MacCormack scheme. The Predictor step involves
calculation of the radial and axial flux terms, based on backward-
differences: this is carried out for the entire interior of the
physical field by calls to subprograms DFDR and DGDX,
respectively. The integer vector IPRDT=(-1,O) controls the
backward differencing. A call to subroutine SORCE establishes the
"source" terms, involving dissipative effects. The second order
differential terms are discretized as central differences in
subroutine SORCE. Subsequent to these calls, the entire
dependent-variable (predicted) vector, UB, is calculated in Do-
loop #6.

Continued
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RHM=PSTAR*WBAR/ (RW*",STAR)
SSND= (6W*PSTR/RH6G) II. 5
RE-R-*-W*VZERD'RSTARJVISC
EPS= 1. /SORT (RED)
EOO-VZERD/SSKD
EM~2-=EMDO.'2
XQw,=XSTAR/RSTAR

CPP3r:6GI3I2.

Z62=4. /3. 10EJ

Mt5=GW1*86W/RED

-(GPM3*REO)
HSTAR4PSTR/ (W2*MG)
[IP-HSTAR/TSTAR
PRN=VISC+CP/MKt
C64=M/ REO/PN
JRFI=JRR-1

PXPMI=XX-1 Continued
DX=XD/KXMI
TODX-a. *DX
DX 3:"-DX DX

The first group of parameters calculated are as follows.

RHOG ref. gas density, kg/rn3

SSND ref. adiabatic speed of sound in gas, rn/sec

REQ injection Reynolds number, based on the injection

velocity and the chamber radius.

EPS the small parameter pertaining to viscous effects

EMO injection Mach number

XO dimensionless axial length

EKM second dimensionless parameter denoting the ratio of
inertial to viscous effects: Km in the analysis of
Appendix A.

HSTAR ref. specific thermal enthalpy. J/kg

CP ref. specific heat. isochoric. J/kg-K

PRN Prandtl number

GAM** constant parameters associated with gamma, the ratio of
specific heats.

CG'. constant parameters associated with Reynolds number

7-i
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3.5 SUBROUTINE SDATA - CALCULATION OF CONSTANT PARAMETERS AND
THE INITIAL DATA

SIBRO INE SDATA
DINENSION VR(26),VX(26)

LOGICAL DIFFPR
COW/AREJO/VZERO, PSTAR, TSTAR, VISC, COND, WBAR, RUJ, HSTAR, C,

.CFL, RSTAR, XSTAR, XO, IPRTI, IPRDT (2), ICRR (2), INC(3), ITOAX, V0,P, RS
CI)WON/AREAI/ PA, G6I, 6oI2, 6W 3, S 3T, CI, C68, C63, CB4,

+RE0, END, EOW2, PI, PIT, EKK, RHOG, SSND, PRN, DX, TODX, DX2, RR (26), DRR(25),
+R2 (26), R3 (26), XX (26), DT, EPS

CD /NIAREA2/MX X, JRR, XX X, JRM1, KXM1, KXPR (6), KXFIAX, JRPR (6),
+JRPMX, DGX (4,26, 26), DFR (4,26,26), VIC (4, 26,26), HWO, HWP, RRS, 'i

COIAJAREA31U (4,12,12), UB(4,12,12), S(4,12,12), SB(4,12,12)
CDOMKN/AREA/II PR

Continued

All of the information calculated herein is passed to the
remainder of the program through the labelled common blocks.

Continued
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3.4.2 Subroutines XPRNT1 andXPRNT2

99BOUINE IPggjj(W,JF,KF,LYP,lX,ZY)
DIMENSION IJP(,JF,26),2X(JF),ZY26)

III FORAT(/,2X,'RM z DIN.LESS DENSITY')
WRITE (6, 181)

DO 1 K=I, KF
I WRITE (6,13ZYM)I(P , J, K),J11, JF)
164 FOF#T(/,2X,VR =DIN.LESS RAIA VLOCITY')

WRITE (6, leA)

00 2 K= 1, A
2 WRITE (6,1S3) ZY(K), (IJ)(2,J,K),3=1,JF)
115 FORAT/,Ea,'VX= DIN.LESS AXIAL VELOCITY')

WRITE(6, 115)
WRITE(6, 182) (ZX(N),W-I,JF)
DO 3 K= 1, KF

3 WRITE (6,83) ZM, (I(3,J,K),J=1,JF)
116 FOF#AT/,2X,'P aDIN.LESS STATIC PRESSUF('

WRITE (6, 1SS9
WRITE (6,192) (lX (N), *I, JF)
DO A K=l,KF

4 WRI TE (6, 193) ZY(K), (U.P (4,J, K), J:1,JF)

113 FOF#AT (2X, F6.3,6(IPE12. A))

END

DIMENSION~ ST(KXX),CF(KXX),FLX(K~XX,XX(KXX)
WRITE (6, 281)

21: FORAT(//,2X,1SKIN FRICTION(CF) & STATON4 NO.(ST)',I)
WRITE(6, 292)

M1 FORT6Q, IX I, 8X, ICF' , I X, IST', 2X, I I(W) /U2CLj)
DO 204 I=2,KXX
WRITE(6,213)X(),CFfl),STCI),FLX (I)

29A CON~TINUE
283 FORMAT2M, F5.2, 5(1PE 12.4))

RETURN
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C-NO--TE: THE VRAND DVR ARRAYS PAE TA9SPSE (ROTATED AIBOUT THE
C-- WOR AXIS) RELATIVE TO THE PARENT U-ARRAY. THIS IS ONLY FOR
C -----PRINOUT REASON

WRITE (fh9M)TINC, L

WRITE(6 Q IN
CAL.L XPRNTI (NXX, 3RPMAX, KXX, VX, AP, XX)
IF(DIFFPR)GO TO 58W
WRITE (6, 201)L
WRITE(6,1IN)
CALL XPRNTl(NXX, JRPMqAX, KXX, DYX,AP, XX)
CALL XPWJ2(ST,CF,FLXI,XX,KXX)

C--R-MPS
58Mt WRITE(6,2N)

CALL XP~iNTl CXX, KXPMAX, JRR, VA,XP, AR)
IF(DIFFPR) SO TO 5881
WRITE(6,2hIIL
WAITE S, 2ft)
Ck-. XPNT1 (WXX,KXP9AX,JRR,DVRXP,RR)

5MI CONT INUE
IN8 FORAT(I/,2X, 'X-MAP, AT DISTINCT RADIAL FOS1TIONS1,,IX,75(' ), /)
288 FORM1T(II,2X,1A-WV, AT DISTINCT AXIAL POSITIONS',IX,7(-'),I)
281 FDRAT(I/,2X,DIFFERENCES BETWEEN CURRENT TIMESTEP NO.1,14,I,2X,

*'A4D THE IN TTIAL DATA U(,J,K)-UINITIAL(M,J,K) :'

RETURN

For ease of carrying out the printing, the radial maps VR(JI.K)
and DVR(J,K) are transposed (rotated about the major axis); this
allows use of exactly the same printout procedure in subroutine
XPRNT1. for both axial and radial variable maps. Following the
appropriate Table Header printouts, the four consecutive calls to
subroutine XPRNT1 affect printout, with four table groups. each
containing four single tables (one for each variable). The cal to
subroutine XPRNT2 affects printout of the friction coefficient
and Stanton number Table, following the X-maps.

Note that the length of each table is not limited; the only self-
imposed format limitation used in the design is the compatibility
with a printer page wic4th of 80 columns. Consequently, there is
no attempt to fit printout groups into any particular page
length.
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DO 28W J:1,JRR
DO 2W K=I,KXPNAX
KK=I(1PR (K

W-)U(ll ,KK)  .

VR(1, K, J)=RHO
VR (2,K,J)2U2, J, K 0 RO
VR (3, K, J)=U(3, J,K K) /RHO
A (4, K1 J) J (4, J, KK)
XP(K):XX(KK)
DO 210 N:I,M1T

21W DVR(N,K,J)-VR(N,K,J)-VIC(M,J,KK)
IF(KLGT.l)GO TO 22M
DYR (3, 1, JIAL
GO TO 2 Continued

223 DVR(3,K,J)=DVR(3 ,J)I(PI XP(K))
aM CONTINUE

A similar procedure is carried out within Do-loop #2000, for the
radial printout map, VR, and its corresponding difference-map,

DVR. Distinct axial positions are now used, as specified in the

integer vector KXPR, again with an imposed maximum of 6

positions: for each of these, the radial dependent variable
distributions are printed out, with XP denoting the corresponding

normalized, distinct axial stations. Note that in this instance

the radial pressure difference map (not normalized) is calculated

instead of the aforementioned axial pressure drop.

Continued
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C- LOAD X-MAP ARRAYS
DO 1M K=IKXX
DO 1M Jzl,JRPMX
JJ=JRPR ()
F#:i (1, JJ, K)

VX(l, JiK)=HZ
VX (2, J, K) =U (2,JJ, K)/RO
VX (3, J, K)=J(3 , JJ, K)/RHO
VX (4, J, K)=U (4, JJ, K)
RPIJ)=RR(JJ)

DO 110 N1INXN
1168 DVX(M,J,K)--VX(N,J,K)-VIC(N,JJ,K)

DVX(4,J,K):(VX(4,1,l)-VX(4,J,K))/(VX(4,J,K)EPS)
IF(K.6T.1)60 TO 1268
DVX(3,J, )=.
60 TO IBM

1268 DVX (3,J,K)=VX (3,JK)/(PI*XX (K))
I W CNTINUE

Continued

In Do-loop #1000. the primitive dependent variable array VX is

calculated (still dimensionless), namely, the axial and radial

fluxes are replaced by the respective velocities. The purpose is

to create an X-map, in which the full axial distributions of each

variable are printed, at distinct, preselected radial positions:

up to 6 such distinct radial positions are available with the

current setup, to facilitate printing with an 80-column nominal

page width. The integer vector JRPR stores the distinct radial

positions to be printed: RP denotes the radial position values.
normalized.

In the nested Do-loop #1100 the difference array DVX (departure
from initial data) is calculated, for the density and the two
velocities; the fourth variable calculated therein is the
dimensionless axial pressure drop, normalized by the small
parameter epsilon (EPS). The axial velocity difference is
normalized by PI-X, to factor out the linear growth (due to
accummulated injection) along the axis.
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3.4 OUTPUT SECTION

3.4.1__Subroutine PRINT

SUBROUTINE PRINT2(TIM~jL
DIME~NSION VX4,6,26),DVX(4,6,26),XP(6),VR(4,6,2),DVR(4,6,26)

+ , AP 6), ST (26),CF (26), FLX 1(26)
CONMO/AREAO/VZERO, PSTAR, TSTAR, VISC,COND EAR, RUJ, HSTAR, CP,

.CFL, RSTAR, XSTAR, XO, I PRNT I, IPRDT (2), 1 CORR (2), INC (3), 1 TMX, VO, KDO)
COMMON/AR1 /6PA, GAI, 6AM2, GWI, GN1T, CS1, C62, C63, C64, CS5,

+RED, END, ENMe, PI, PIT, EKM, RHOG, 0SN, PRN, DX, TODX, DX2, RR (26, DAR (25),
+R2126),R3(26),XX(26)1DTE6
COMNON/AFEP2/MXX, JRR, KXX, JRI1,KXN1, KXPR(6 , KXPWOX, JR (6),

*JRPAX, DOX (4,26, 26), DFR (4, 26,26), VIC (4,26,26), HWd), HIIP, RRS, RMI
CDNNOf/AREA3/U(4, 12, 12),UB(4, 12, 12),S(4, 12, 12),SBt4, 12,12)
COMO/AREA4/DIFPM
LOGICAL DIFFPR

C-CALCULA"TIOt, OF SKIN FRICTION I STATON tUMBR
DO 5W K=2,KXX

WAL LH--U(4, JRR, K) /U (1, JRR, K)

ST(K) :-COND/CP* (U (4, JRM1, K) /fRHO I-kk.LH) IDRR(JRKU

FLX I WK)U (2, JRR, K)1U (3, 1, K)Co 
tne5" W, INIECotne

Subroutine PRINT loads the output maps. calls for their actual
printing (through subroutines XPRNT1 and XPRNT2). and prints the
header for each output table.

Skin friction coefficient (CF) and heat transfer coefficient (ST.
Stanton number) at the porous injected sidewalls are calculated
first, usinq 2-point differencing. The resulting CF and ST
vectors will be printed out through subroutine XPRNT2, vs the
axial injection (mass flux) ratio, FLXI. also calculated herein.

Continued
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3.3.5 Subroutine ENDRY

SU8RUTINE UNDY(WIJFIKF,W
DIPBSION U(NFJFIKF)
CopqO/AREA2/MXX, JRR, KX, JM1, KXI, KXPR (6), KXP9AX, JRPR (6),

+JRPM)X, D6X (4,26,26), WR (4,26,26), VIC (4, N 26), 41], MW, RRS, RSMI
C---BR-VERSION OF BO.HDARY DATA TREATWNT. 12/13/83
C-CENTWERLINf, M4. NOTE: W4 AWAYS.
C--D1/RDU3/D--D/DR4l TO NA IN AXIAL. SY*ETR4.

DO I0KIKE
U(I, 1, K) =J(1, 2, K)
U (3, 1,K) =U (3, 2jK)

I U(4,1K)tJ(4AM
C--POROU1S SURFACE: PffSUM EXT RALATED. WALL EKTAP#IP.

DO 3 K=2,KXX

3 U 1, JRR, K) U (4,JRR, K) /dP
C-+EAD END: X4. NOTE:"~ AND L04, ALWAYS. WILL TOMP. *=F (R).

DO 2 J=1,JRM1
U(4,J, 1)=U(4, J,2)'2. -U(4, J,3)
U (1, J, 1)IJu(4, J,1)Id
DO 2 W:1,NXX
U(NJ,KXX)4iJ(N,3, KXN1 )12. -U(N, J,KXNI-1)

2 CONTINL[

END

Subroutine BNDRY is called following the predictor and the
corrector steps, from subroutine TIMINT. The mode of operation
is fully explained in the previous chapter of this manual.
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3.3.4 S12ecia1 Functions

FUNCTION DOZ(ADD)

RETURN

FUNCTION DDR2(4,BD, 0~
c ---- COND DERIVATIYE FINITE DIFF. --NaMtHFOM( MEW9

DDR2=2. # (DDW(N C, D2)-DDZ (A,B, DD) /I (DI+D2)

FUNCTION CD12(RD,C,D2)
C-SECOND DERIYATIVE FINITE DIFF.--UNIFORM1 NESit, CENTRkt DIFF.

CDX2- (A-2. #D+C) /D2
RETUFM

FUNCTION~ DBAR(NDCD1,D2)
DBAR=(D2*DDZ(R,B,D1)i'D1*DDZ(B,C,D2) )I (D1+D)
RTURN
END
FUNCTION DDRX(F,G,D1,DPDXT)
DIMENSION U(FMF

C--NIXED-UP SECKN DERI.,ULRIFORM X, M NdIFORM R.
DUJI:DDZW0(1, 1),9(1,3),DXfl
DU2-DDZIQ(2, 1),9(2,3),DXT)
DU3-DDZ(O(3, 1),fl(3,3),DXT)
DDRX:DBAR(DU,DU2,DU3,DI,D2)
RETURN
END
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C---LIBRARY OF FINITE DIFFERENCE FUNCTIONS:
DVDX:DDZ(VT(2, l),VT(2,3),TODX)
IDJDX=DDZ(UT(2, 1),UT(2,3)jTDX)
DPDX:DDZ(U(4,J,K-1),U(4, J,X+1),TODX)
DD R-DAR ( VT (1, 2), VI(2, 2) VT (3, 2), DR1, DR2)
DUDR=DBAR (UT (1, 2),UT(2, 2), UT(3,2), DRI, Df2)
DHDR=DBAR (HT(1,2),NT (2,2), HI (3,2), DRI, DR2)
DPDR=DBAR(U(4,J-1,K,U4,J,K,U(,J+,K),DR,DR2)
D2VDXCDX2(VT(2,),VT2,2),VT2,3),DX2)
D2UDX=CDX2(UT(2, I),UT(2,2),UT(2,3)$DX2)
D2HDX=CDX2(NT(2, 1),HT(2,2),HT(2,3),DX2)
D2VDR-DDR (VT (1,2), VT (2,2), VT (3,2), DRI, DR2)
D2UJDR-DDR2(LIT ( :,,2), UT (2,2), UT (3,2), DRI, DR)
Da D)R-DDR2 (HT 1, 2), T 2, 2),NT (3, 2), DRI, DR2)
D2VDRX=DDRXl (3, VT,DR1,DR2, TDDX)
D2UDRX=DDRX1 (3,UT,DR1,DR2,TDX)
VOR:-VF (2, 2) / RR (J)

C-SOURCE TERPIS:
S(1,J,K)=0.
S(2,J,K)-1DDR + CS2.(DVDR-VGRI/RR(J)

+ +C63*(DMVX+D2UDRXI3.)+CG2D2VDR
S(3,J, K) -C8'( (DUDR+DVXI3. )/RR (J)+DaJDR+D2VDRX/3. )+C82D2DX
S(4, J, K)6 1'(VT(2, 2) *DPDR+UT (2,2) 'OPDX)

+ +CG4# (D2HDR.DM~X.DHDRfRRJQ))
+ +CG55.(2.. (DUDX#2+DVDRn2.YORn2) + DUIDR+DVDX) '*2

- -(2./3.)' (DVDR.VORsDUDX)..2)
** ~~ W~NINLE

RETURN
END

Following the "LIBRARY OF FINITE DIFFERENCE FUNCTIONS". first
order and second order derivatives are calculated. using central
differences with the utility functions specially constructed for
this purpose. The variable names used are similar to the actual
differential expressions. This form allows for easy detection of
errors.

The source terms, S(M,J.K), are finally calculated. The
parameters involving gamma, injection Mach No, and Reynolds

* number, are all pre-calculated in SDATA.
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3.3.3 Subroutine SORCE

SUBROUTINE SORCEI (PF,JF,KF,U,g
DIMENSION U (M, JF, KF), S(MF, JF,KF)
DIMENSION VT(3,3),UT(3,3),HT(3,3

C-fWR VERSION OF SOURCE (DISSIPATIVE) TEMS IN MMCCOWK •Ot
C- 12/9/3M

Ca1WO/AREAO/VZERO, PSTAR, TSTAR, VISC, CO D, i4R, RUJ, HSTAR, CP,
+FI RSTAR, XSTAR, XO, IPRNT1, IPRDT (2), ICORR (2), INC (3), ITMlX, VO, Pl, RD
COMI N/AREAI/G6W, A , 6 , BAN3, 6(V13T,C01 ,C2,C 3, C4, C05,

+RE, EO , EPM , P!, PIT, G SL 0 D, 7RUS DA, TODX, DX, R (26), DRR( ,
+R2(26), R3 (26), XX (26), DT, EIS

COM/ARE2/MXX, JRR, KXX, JRXI, KXMI, KXPR (6), KXPW:X, JRPR (6),
+JRWAX, D6X (4,26,26), DFR(4, 26,26), VIC (4,26,26), HWO, HP, RRS, Rb,'I

C INC(1)-, INC(0)4, INC(3)-1 INDEX SHiFT OPERAIW.
C W-THE X-SHIFT D(J,., WT-( R-SHIFT ML

DO I KZZ,XXMI

DO 1 J=2,JRRI
DO 3 =I, 3
KK=K+INC(M)
DO 3 1,3

6 JJ=J+INC (N)

RH3=IU,JJ,KK)
V (N, P.) =U (2, JJ, KK) /RHO
Ui (N, M)-=1J (39 JJ, K) /RHO

3 HT (N, ) =U (4, JJ, KK) /RO

£ *DRI=DRR(J-1

Continued

Subroutine SORCE carries out the calculation of the source terms

for the differential system. dissipative terms of first and

second order are calculated by use of central differencing. A

dummy index shift integer vector is used, INC=(-l,O01*), to
facilitate keeping merely an array of 3x3 of each dependent

variable (temporarily, to facilitate the local calculations),

these are the local arrays RHO, VT, UT and HT, with (JJKK)

serving as the 3x3 dummy indices. This facilitates great savings

in core and storage requirement.

Continued

. .. ..
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SUBROUTINE DFDR(IFFKFUIFJTR)
C----*R VERSION OF RADIAL FLUX TERM 6ENRATOR. 12/9/83

DImENSION U(FJF,KF),JTR(IF),F(4,2)
COKNON/AREA2/XX, JRR, KXX, JRMl1, KXMI, KXPR (6), KXP'V X, JRPR (6),

.JR't X,D6X(4,26,26),DFR(4,26, 26),VIC(4,26,26) HWO, HWP, RRS, IS
COMMON/AFEA1I/6A, 6W1, 6(I2, B66(, (3T, C1, C62CS83, 4, CB,

+D, EMO, EMUM, PI,PIT, EKM, RO6MSSND, PRN, DX, TODXD X2, RR(26), DRR (25),
+R2 (26), R3(26), XX (26), DTEPS
DO 1 K=2,KXXI
DO I J-2,JRMI
D&DRR(J+JTR(1))
DRI=R3(J)*DRO/DRR(J-JTR(2))
DO 2 W-1, IF
JJ=J+JTR(N)
F(1, N)=RR(J)*U(2, JJ, K)
V2-F(1,N)/U(1,JK)

IF(%.6T.1)60 TO 6
VT"7
6010O7

6 JI:JJ-3TR(I)
VM2-(RR(J1)#U(2,JI,K)/U(1,J1,K)+RR(J)*LU(2,J,K)IU(1, J,K) )/.

7 F(2,N)'JM2U(2,JJ,K)
F(3,N)=V2IU(3,JJ,K)

** 2 F (4, N) V2I6Wftb(4, JJ, K)
DO 3 W1,M-

3 DFR(M,JK)=(F(K,2)-F(M,1))/DRI
I CONTINUE

* END

Subroutine DFDR carries out the radial differencing to calculate
the radial flux array, DFR. Operation is very similar to DGDX,
with JTR-(-1.O) for the predictor step, and JTR=(Ol) in the
corrector step, acting as the appropriate radial index shift. The
parameter VM2 is the mean radial advective velocity, analogous to
the UM2-term discussed earlier.

The differencing is not symmetrical overall, as the parameter DR1
is different for backward and for forward differences, to account
for the variable radial mesh size. and maintain second-order
accuracy overall; "overall" herein means when the backward and
forward terms are combined, in the calculation of the U-array
following the predictor step, cf Do-loop #7 in subroutine TIMINT.
When a uniform radial meshsize is imposed, however, the
calculation automatically becomes similar to the overall-central
differencing in DGDX.
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3.3.2 Subroutines DGDX and DFDR

SUBROITNE DG6DX (MF, JF, KF, U, IF, KTR)
C----NBR VERSION OF AXIAL FLUX TERM 6ENRA)TDR. 12/9/83.

DI ENSION U(F,JF,KF),KTR(IF),6(4,2)
CONO/ARER 1 WA, 61I, 6M2, 6W3, 63T, SI, C82, C63, G4, C65,

+REO, EO, EMO2, P1, PIT, EKM, ROG, SSND, PRN DX, TODX, DX2, RR(26), DRR(25),
+R2 (26), R3 (26), XX (26), DT, EPB

COON/AR.2/MXX, JRR, KXX, JRMI, KXM1, KXPR(6), KXPMIX, JRPR (6),
+JRPMAX, DGX (4,26,26), DFR (4,26,26), VIC(4, 26,26), HWO, HWP, RRS, RSM1
DO I JX ,JR
DO I K=2,KXPl
DO 2 W1, IF
KK=K+KTR(N)
U3=U (3, J,K )/U(1, J, )
6(1, N) =U (3, J, KK)
6(2, N)=U3#U (2, J, KIK)
IF(N.T.1) GO O 6
1P",=U3

60T07
6 K1-tK-KTR(1)

U43= (U (3, J, KI) U (I, J, Kl) +U(3, J, K)IU (1,J, K) )I.

7 6(3,N)=JM3*U(3,J,KK)+C61*U(4,J,KK)
2 G(4,N)-UG4WAMA*U(4,J,KK)

DO 3 P1-1, MF
3 D6X(M,J,K)=(6 M, 2)-6( M, 1))/DX
1 CO T IIfLE

RETJRN

Subroutine DGDX calculates the four axial flux terms in
discretized form. KTR=(-I,O) for the predictor phase, and
KTR=(O,+l) for the corrector phase. This integer vector is used
as an index transform, to calculate the dummy axial mesh index
KK. This way, both predictor (backward differencing) and
corrector (forward differencing) can be facilitated in the same
subroutine.

0
G(4,2) is the temporary advective term array, reloaded at each
new meshpoint. DGX is the axial flux array arising from this
calculation.

Note that the use of the mean axial velocity UM3 for the axial
advective term G(3,n) has been suggested by MacCormack(1974), to
alleviate problems inherent in the non-conservative nature of the
RHO*U*U terms.

6m
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A

The corrector step is similar in structure, and is carried out

after the call to subroutine BNDRY establishes the variable
boundary data corresponding to the predicted interior UB-
values. Thus calls to subroutines DFDR, DGDX and SORCE establish
the corrected flux terms and source terms respectively. The value
of the integer vector ICORR=(O,l), passed in the argument lists

*of DFDR and DGDX, insures that the same subroutines will carry
*out forward differencing in the corrector phase. Do-loop #7 is
*used to calculate the entire inner variable array, followed by a

call to BNDRY to re-calculate the variable boundary data. Note
that both predicted and corrected values of the source term

N vector (S and SB respectively) are used in the corrector step,
which requires storage of the S array.

[

a'

0

0

.i..... . .. ... *...::..-:. .... /.:.: . , .*/."-*.- .- .* . .- *- .i &i . - i.,, ,. "" -
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C----CLCLATION OF TIMSTEP,DT, USING THE Ct)URANT-F-L OQMITIOtN:
ENX=XOIRO
UMRIz2. #ENX
CXiMX4I. /EMO
CR--l. +1./EMlO
DTXX=FL.DX/CX
DREF=DRR(JRN1)
DTRR=CFL*DREF/CR
DT#IMIN1(DTIX, DTRR)

C-W-BR VERSION, MACCORACK INTEGRATION OF COLDFLO .12/5/83

C .....FOR SDATAI. NONUN~IFORM DR-MESH. NOTE: DRR(J)INPUtT VECTOR.

DO I J=1,JRII
I SIPUM+DRR(J)

RR (1)4.
DO 2 J2,JRN1

DRR(I)=DRR(I)/S"
RR(J)=RR(I)+DRR(l)

*2 R2 (1)-RRJ. *2-RR W..a*
RR CJRR)=RR (JRMl)+DRR (JRM1)
K2(JRR)=RR(JRR)#*2-RR(JRN )**2
RRS-(RR (JRR) -RR (JRR-2)) /DRR (JRII)
RSM1=RRS-1.

C-1111FORM X-NESH:

DO 3 K-2,KXX
3 XX(K)=(K-1)*DX

C----INITIAL DATA-PRIMITIVE VARIABLES FIRST:DENSITY, RAD.VEL,
* C AXIAL VEL., PRESSURE. FROM, D.LIC)K'S (1966) ANALYSIS.

PI=4.*ATAN(1.)
PIT=PI/2.

VX():1.
DO 4 J2,JRR
AR64PIT*RR(J)H2

* VR(J)=-SIN(ARG)/RR(J)
*4 VX(J)=OSIARG)

VX (JRR)4@.
DO 5 K=1,KXI
ARG4'XX(K)
AR2AR.2
ARG3--1. / 11. +(0. AR82)46*MT)

* AR3--1. -M~T# (I. fRG2)
DO 5 Ji1,JRR

* VIC(,J,K)=1.
VIC (2,3, K) VR I T)
VIC(3,J,K)=VX(J)ARG

5 VIC(4,J,K)ARG3
Continued
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'--TEPORARY INPUT: THE WALL ENTHALPIES,AT X14, HWO. Al R1,HWP

C--AT X14, TE RADIAL VELOCITY@:
DO 51 Jz2,JRM1

51 VIC(2,J,)4@.
C-TE INITIAL. DATA-ACTIA. DEPENDENT VARIABLES:

DO) 6 J=1,JR
DO 6 K--IKIE
RHO=VIC( 1, , K)
LB ( 1, J, K) =RHO
UB(2,J,K)4-O*VIC(PSJAJ
LB (3, J, K) =RHD.VIC (3, J, K)

6 LB (4,J, K)VIC (4, J,K)
DO) 7 JI, JRR
DO 7 K=1,KXX
DO 7 *1,MXX

7 U (M, J,K) =U8(X, J, K)
C.... NOTE: THE FOREGOING INCLUDES THE Bi)UNDARY DATA. ALL OF THE
C ABOVE SOLUTION4S SATISFY THE INITIAL SET OF BMS

* NRI TE (6, 1UW) RSTAR, RO, X STAR, XD, VIERO, VO, PSTAR, PO
TSCAE=RSTA/VZERO

WRITE (6,1065) RHO,SSND,TSTAR,RUJ,WBAR, HSTAR, CP,
*RED, IPMT1,PRN, ITNX, END, TSE$LE,GAA R TAR,CFL, DREF, DX, DT

IBM FORMAT ( HI, SX, I OTOR RDIUS(N): ,F5. 2, 181, RO(DINENMESS)=I
*F5. 2/9X1 MOTOR LENGTH (NW', F5. 2,12X,' I D(DIMENSIONLESS)',F5. 2/

S * ,9X,IINJECTION VELOCITY(NSEC =, F5.2,' V0(DIMENSIDN.ESS):,F5.2
# /I9X, I GAS PRESSURE (NIN'#2) =I, IPE9. 2,3X, I PO (DIMENSIOLESS):'
4 OPF5.2)

199 FORMAT(9X,'6AS DENSITY (K/W43)', F6.3/
* 9X, SPEED OF SOUND (M/SEC) , IPE9.2/
* 9X,' TSTAR--' ,SPF7.3,I,9X, I RU.LI1, F6.3,/,9X,
f I'WBAR I F63I/9IWST RO, PE9.2,/,9X,
* I CP-'I, PE9.2, /,

#9X,'I RED'1, 1PE9. 2,B81,I PRINTOUT ERCH=' ,15,' TIMESTEPS'
f, */9X, PR.N-',PF6.3, IX, 'TOTAL RUN DURRTION=' ,I5, 'TISTEPS

* *,/gX,'EMO--', 1PE9.2,8X,'TSCALE(SEC)=',1PE9.2
* 4,19X,'GAMAr- ,SPF6.3,1SX,IXSCALE()',1PE9.2
* 4~, /9X, 'CFL:', PF6. 3/9X,' DREF: , F7. 4/9X, 'DXI, F7. 4/9X, 'DT=', JPE9.

# 2,//)
DI FFPR. TRUE.
TIME4.
L=8
CALL PRINT2(TIPE,L)

* DIFFPR--.FALSE.
RETURN
END

following the printout of the constant parameters at the last
* section of Subroutine SDATAp subroutine PRINT is called to dump

the initial profiles, in the form of X-maps and R-maps.
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3.6 PRINTOUT

3.6.1__Input Data and Parameters Calculated in 'SDADA'

C---J-IMM OUTPUT FILEI3.21.1984-
NTOR WADIUS(N)m 1.95 II(DICE)ION..ESS)z 1.0
MTOR LENGTH(N)c 8.55 XO(DIMMINLKESS)=1.N
INJECTION YELCITYiN/SEC)z 1. W YO(INIONLSS)= 1.W
EAS PRESS.RE(N/N*2: 2.@@E+05 PO(DIWNSICNLESS)z 1.0S
GAS DENSITY (KS/N*3)z 2.0~
SPEED OF SOM4(N/SEC)z 3.48E4Q
TSTW-27. I
iUJ: 8. 314

WBARz 8.8
IdSTAR- 2.89E+85

t41 E0 1. 21E+64 PRINTOUT EACH* 206 TIMESTEPS
PR# 8.626 TOTAL RUIN DURATION= 1291TIMSTEPS
EPIO 2.94E-3 TSC&EC(SEC) =5. 8E-2 .
SAW~ 1. W XSCLE(N) 5jWE-W

* DREF @.MM
DX= I.MS
DT= 7.33E-4A



3.6.2 Initial Data (Culick Profiles) for Datum Case

TIME= 8.8 TIPESTEP NO. = 8

X-W, AT DISTINCT RAIA POSITIONS

RHO0 DIN. LESS DENSITY
Yi Xi: e.e XZ= 6.298 XZ: 8.55ft XZz 0.8W XZ= I.9bW 1: 8.99%J
U 1. MIE+8I 1. ME.86 1.IWE+W 1. ME+@@ 1. ME4II 1.W88E+IB

1.1W 1. ME.W 1.WWE+00 1. MW8 1.WWE+00 1.888E+00 1. ME4
2.111 1.UWE48 1.ME+fs 1.MIE+11 i.DE.0 1.W8UK+* 1. MW8
IONW 1.6118+O@ 1.MWE448 1.111E48 1.ME+W I.WWE+@ 1.WWE+88

5.6W 1.8 104 1.W E+96 1.WWE+W 1.WWE48 1.WME4W 1.MWE+88
LO1W 1.wW+ 1.IIE~w 1.6W KE48 1.W8E486 1.ME+88 1.M6E+8

7.10@ 1.MEIWE 1.MSE+00 1.IWE+10 1.188E486 1.M184 .E+W E
LOUW 1.MIE+W I .UIE48 I.WE+N 1.M~ZE+88 I.WWE+N 1.MWWE

9.80W 1.IIW 1.NWE. 1.MWW 1.WE+W 1.WWE+8W 1.W86E-+e
16.1W 1.118E.w 1.168EA4 1.MW8E48 i.WSE.6 1.ME+w 1.MW884'
11.008 1.MW I.ME.1 1.MW8 1.6E+00 1.M8E+W 1.MW86

YR mDIN. LESS RAD)IAL !%LOCITY
Vi XZ= ILI Xl: 6.2W8 Xl: 1.55N8 Xl: LM98 XZ= 8,960 XZ: 8.9950

Lg gLe e.g LOe 8.e *e 8.0
1.10 L.6 -3. 1395E-91 -8.3179E-01 -1.9554E+N -1.8338+W -1.N649E+8
2.106 L8 -3. 1395E-41 -8.3179E-91 -1.gSS4WN -1.338E+0 -1. WA9E+88

*0 3.800 .8 -3. 1395E-01 -8.3179E-01 -1. M5E+00 -1. 8338E+N -1. W49E.88
COW6 8.6 -3. 1395E-01 -8.3179E-91 -1.554E480 -1.8338E+00 -1.049E+ee
5.8w 8.8 -3. 1395E-11 -8.3179E-01 -1.0554E+N -1.8338+N -1.049E+00
Lm1 8.8 -3.1395E-11 -8.3179E-01 -1.8554E+N -1.8338+8 -1.W49E+00
7.10 6.6 -3. 1395E-01 -8.3179E-01 -1.USSAE+W8 -1.6338E4 -1.WA9E+88
LINW 6.8 -3. 1395E-41 -6.3179E-61 -1.0554E+00 -L8338E48 -1.0049E.86
9.1W U. -3. 1395E-11 -8.3179E-01 -1.855E48 -1.B33E+N -1.049E+00

19.800 L.6 -3. 1395E-41 -8.3179E-91 -1.8554E86 -1.38E+W -1.1849E+N
11.808 8.1 -3. 1395E-11 -8.3179E-01 -I554E.W -1.#M3+80 -1. W.49E+Of

YX aXDIK.LESS AXIAL YLCITY
Yi X2= 8.8 Xi: 8.2W6 XZ: 3.5500 XZ: 9.8W6 Xl: I.%&'bi Xlz 9.9350

9 .8 6.1 8.8 8.8 8.6 8 8.8
1.0W 3. 1416E.W 3. 1354E+00 2. 7936Es88 1. 6WE+W 3. 8591E-81 4. 9227E-02
2.6W LcM32E4 L2788E.W 5.5871E.W 3.3667E.W 7.7183E-01 9.8454E-02
3.8W 9.4248E41 9.4662E4 8. 3807E.81 5. K41E488 1. 1577E+00 1. 4768E-01
4.888 I.25WE4 1.2M+91 1. 1174E+81 L 7334E+N 1.5437E+90 1.%91E-01
5.8W 1.57WBE+I 1.5677E+ll 1.3968E+l1 B. 4168E+N 1. 9E+00 2.4614E-01
LIIW 1.U6i5E 1.8812E~ll 1.6761E.81 1.1188E4'8 2.315%E+N 2.9W36-01
7.800 2. 1991E41l 2. 1948E441 1.9555E+01 1. 178KE.01 2.7014E+00 3.4459E-1
L.8 W 5133E~l1 2.5183E+I1 2.2348E+l1 1. 3467E41I 3.0873E+88 3.9382E-01
&ON86 2.8274E+l1 2.8219E481 2.5142E+01 1.515@E+01 3.4732E+N 4.4304E-01

11.006 3.1416E41l 3.1354E.81 2.7936E+01 1.633E+01 3.8591E.W 4.9227E-81
11.66 3.42K8+l1 3.4489E41l 3.8729E+1l 1.8517E+01 4.2456E+N 5.4150E-01

Continued
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P mDIN. LESS STATIC PRESSURE
Vi Xi: 6. Xi: &aKS Xi: 8.55M6 Xi: Cam66 Xi: 6.96M6 Xi: 9.9956

6.6 9.9999E-11 9. 9999E-O1 9.9999E-01 9.9999E-41 9.9999E-01 &.9999E-41
1.6IN 9. 9993E-11 9.9993E-61 9.9993E-01 9.9993E-01 9.9993E-81 9.9993E-81
UN6 9.9975E-41 9.9975E-41 & 9975E-41 9.9975E-11 9.9975E-01 9.9975E-01
I.6M 9.99W6E41 9.9946E-91 9.994RE-01 9.9946E-41 9.9946(41 9.99W-041
4.6IN 9.9964E-61 9.9964E-41 &.9964E-11 9.9964E-01 9.9904E-01 9.9984E-01
5166 9.985SE-9l 9.98M6(41 9.985BE-9l 9.98W6-el 9.9&W0-1l 9.985E-O1
LOU6 9.9784E-01 9.9784E-41 9. 9784E-41 9. 9764E-61 9. 9764E-01 9. 9784E-01
7.M6 9.9796E-01 9.9796E-61 9.9796E-01 9.976E-91 9.9706E-01 9.9706E-81
L 6K 9.%617E-91 9.%617E-41 9.9%17E-61 9.%617E-41 9.%617E-11 9.%617E-01

16.6 9.9402E-91 9.94W-fl 9.9462E-61 9.9412E-61 9.94 01 9.94E-01
11.6K 9.9276E-01 9.9276E-41 9.9276E-91 9.9276E-0l 9.9276E-i1 9.9Z76E-Ol

R-lW, AT DISTINCT AXIAL POSITIONS

RHO x DIN. LESS DENSITY
Yi Xi= 6.0 Xi: &M6M6 XZ: 4.66K Xl: 668UK Xi: 8.606 XZ1.66NN

L.6 1.660WN .6E40 1.NW86(4 1.6666(4 1. @WE.O 1. WW+E4
6.OU 1. 666(4 1.6668(4 1.6880(4* 1.6866(4 1. NW6(4 1. @ME+*0
L~m i.uW+m w~ 66(*i.NW.* 1. off+@ 1. NW+@@0 1.6668(40
L 410 1.6684 WW .KKE4* 1. 660(4 1.KKE4* 1.66NNE+* 1.6K8E+6
L.558 1.660(4 1.6666(4 1.6686( 1.0666(4* 1. 868(4 1. WE4*
& 76W 1.6668(4 1.6KE4* 1.666(4 1.6868(4 1.NN6E4* 1.6886(4*
L~m .6(4* .SE4* 1.686(40 1.666(40 1.0866(4 1.666E.6
&.9w 1.NWSE4 1.6680 1.688E4 1.66606 1.6666(46 1.9@W8+N
0.96@ 1.6666(4 1.N68(44 1.SW6E+66 l.666+0 1.@W66(00 1. 080(40
L%95 1. 868+68 1.6868E4 1.8E+@@ 1.NK0E.8 1.6866( 1.0866(460
6.995 1.68K+6 1.6606(4 1.6886(4 1.6866 1.8866(4 1.6808+0
1.6K 1.68W4 1.N668(4 1.6686(4 1.6866+N 1.B8E+88 l.NNE+80

VR=DIN. LESS RAIA VEOCITY
Yi Xi: 6.0 Xi: 2.@66 Xl: 4.668 Xi: 6.666 Xl: 8.686 XZ=1.Ml8

6.6 6.6 L.O 6.8 6.6 8.8 8.0
L rA0 8.6 -7. 8539E4 -7. 8539E-0 -7.8539E4 -7.&539-0W -7. 853-K
6. 2w 6.6 -3. 1395E-91 -3. 1395E-01 -3. 1395E-el -3. 1395E-11 -3. 1395E-61
6.40 6.6 -6.2172E-01 -6.2172E-01 -6.2172E-61 -6.2172E-01 -6.2172E-01
0.556 6.6 -8.3179E-61 -8.3179E-91 -8.3179E-91 -B.3179E-01 -8.3179E-o1
6.76 6. -9.9416E-61 -9.9416E-91 -99416E-01 -9.9416E-01 -9.9416E-81
LamK 6.6 -1.8554E408 -1.0554(468 -1.8554E0 -1.0554(400 -1.0554(400
L.9W6 L. -1 264 -1.Vo26(4* -. 6(0 -1.0626(4* -1.9626(4*
L.9@ 6.6 -1.6338E66 -1.6338(4* -1.8338E4* -1.633(40 -1.338E4*
L.985 6.8 -1.6141E48 -1.6141E4* -1.6141(466 -1.6141(468 -1.0141E(00
1.99561.6 -1.0649408 -1.8649+00-1.6649(400-1.0849E+0-1.8849(4*
1.6 -1.6666(4 -1.6666+6 -1.6666(4 -1.6666(4 -1.6866(4-1.0668(4

Continued
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X= DI.LESS AXIAL YELCIT'
YZ XZ= I. XZ- 2.i16 XZ= 4.66ON XZ= 6.8000 Xl: 8.0000 XZ=18.NN

ILI 6.6 L 283o46 1.2566E+l1 1.8856,41 2.5133E+f1 3.1416E+1
I.06 0.0 6.L2831E+ll 1.2566E+01 1.8849E+01 2.5133E+l1 3.1416E+01
6.266 0 5,27E.+ 1.2542E+l1 1.8812E+61 2.583E+61 3.1354E+01

.40 L 6.3 6SSE6+@1 1.2172E1 1.8257E 1 2.4343E+l1 3.eK2E+.1
L556 6.6 5.5671E+N 1.1174Eo61 1.6761E61 2.234&+61 2.7936E+01
0.780 0, 4.5121E+6 9. 242E+* 1.3536E+1 1.648E+1 2.2561E+f1
6.8O6 L 3.3667E+N L7334E+6 1.016E+01 1.3467E+l1 1.6833E+O1
0.916 L6 1.8475E+t6 3.6955EN66 5.54,6E66 7.3961E+6N 9.2376E+N6
L.@966 I 7.7183E-81 1.5437E+N 2.3155E+N 3.3873E+N8 3.8591E+6

.985 .I 2.9377E-61 5.8753E-41 &L13BE-1 1. 1751E66 1.4688E.66

.995 0.6 9.8454E-0 1.%91E-61 2.9536E--1 3.9382E--1 4.9227E-01
1.w 8.1 LO L L 1, 8.1 8.8

P z DIN. LESS STATIC PRESSURE
YZ XZ= 6.0 XZ= 2.96 XZ= 4.66 XZ= 6. i6 XZ= 8.66 XZ=1. NK6

L I 9.9999E-61 9.9975E-91 9.996E-41 9.9784E-01 9.9617E-91 9.94WdE-01
IL ON 9.9999E-411 9.9975E-f1 9.9994E-81 9.9784E-I 9.%17E-41 9. 94&E-01
6. 2N 9.9999E-01 9.9975E-11 9.994E-11 9.9784E-1 9.%17E-41 9.940 E-1
6.480 9.9999E-91 9.9975E-81 9.9964E-01 9.978E-1 9.%17E-41 9.9402E-01
IL556 9.9999E-l1 9.9975E-81 9.9984E-11 9.9784E- 1 9.%17E-61 9.94ME-41

I7S8 9.9999E-11 9.9975E-61 9.9984E-01 9.9784E-91 9.%17E-01 9.9402E-1
LO66 9.9999E-91 9.9975E-61 9.9994E-61 9.9784E-91 9.9617E-61 9.942E-01
L69 9.9999E-61 9.9975E-01 9.9964E-01 9.9784E-01 9.%17E-01 9.9402E-91
1 6.968 9.9999E-01 9.9975E-1 9.9994E-41 9.9784E-01 9.%17E-41 9.9482E-01

.985 9.9999E-1 9.9975E-01 9.9904E-61 9.9784E-01 9.%17E--1 9.946E-1
6.995 9.9999E.i1 9.9975E-91 9.9964E-4i 9.9784E-01 9.%17E-01 9.9482E-01
1.66 9.9999E-1 9.9975E-81 9.9904E-61 9.9784E-91 9.9617E-01 9.9QE-61

INTERMEDIATE STEPS PRINTOUT FOLLOWS

(FOR n< ITMAX)
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3.6.3 Final Step Printout, Datum Case (Step No. 1201)

TINE * L791E-4 TINESIL .... 4291

1*W, AT DISTINCT RADIAL POSITIONS-

RH DIOLLESS DONITY
Yl X1= 8.8 11= 6.2M Xlz: .55W IZ: 8&d XZ: 8.9b& I Z: .91,

6.6 9.8137E-41 9.8133E-01 9.8133E-61 9.813biEi 9.18 IE-1 9.81%8E-01
1.88 9.86586-11 9.8651E-11 9.8655E-1 9.8659E-01 9. 8c84E-0. 9. 863 !-
2.8IN 9.865-3 1 9.6W41- 1 9.867E-01 9.66E -01 9.8689E 41 9.8461E-01
3.8M 9.8653E-01 9.8652E-01 9.865IE-0i 9. &66- 9.8oUE-01 9.8,,3E-0i
4.6IN 9.865B8-1 9.865 - 1 9.8666-41 9.866-01 9.8676E-01 9.8389E-91
5.W 9.658E-1 9.6653-01 9.86K2-4i 9.8 6E-0i 9.8o91E-8. 9.8373E-1
6.N 9.8656641 9.8653(-01 9.866@E-! 9.86(4-0 1 9.9%E-0, 9.336E-01
7. W 9. 65M-1 9.865E-@I 9.8662E-0, 9.k7@E-0, 9.8017E-e 9.83t E-'
8.8W 9.S656E-41 9.865W-01 9.Bb s(-41 9.867k1E4: 9.87@IE-01 9.b2I6E-01
9,M0 9.86686-0 9.8659E-01 9.&W68-01 9.8679E-l. 9.8717E-01 9.8:6 E-01

1.8I 9.8665E-91 9.8669E-01 9.8678E-1 9.868 :-0, 9.8717E-0; 9.6877E-81
11.68 9.8671E-11 9.868E-l 9.8689E-0 9.891-0. 9.8117E-01 9.7989E-o1

VR = DIO.LESS RADIAL VELOCITY
YZ XZ: 6.6 XZi 8.28 XZ= 8.5,.m XZ: 8.80. XZ: @.%&, Xz= 6.9.,,

. I. s LO 6.0 1.. a 8.8 .8..
1.M8 .8 -2.4673E-91 -9.7828E-01 -1. 1914E+00 -9. M.8E-@: -1.N3bE+88
2.8IN 8.6 -2.48&86-01 -9.7119E-1 -1. 166E + -1.8276E40 -1. 188E+w4
3.6 8.0 -2.4336E-01 -9.7252E-1 -1.1697E+N -9.6994i-: -i.i3bE+U
4. I 6.8 -2.4487E-1 -9.6781E91 -1. 1661E+8 -1.0551E48. -l.6237E+N8
5.88 .8 -2.4837E-1 -9.7014E-01 -1. 1758E+00 -1.0231E+k -. @i9-+O@
6.8IN 8.8 -2.5339E01 -9.788@(1 -1.1627E+ -1.0118E+00 -1.0192E+N
7. NO L.I -2.424SE-01 -9.7718E4 -1. 1691E+W -1.6146E+88 -1.2&6E+8
8.8 8n .8 -2.551BE-01 -9.883-01 -1. 1653E+ -1.8857E+08 -1.0189E+W8
9.680 L. -2.43BIE-91 -9.7789(41 -1. 1697EN -9.466&E-0, -1.@12*8+N

18.8W 0.0 -2.5297E-1 -9.64M(-11 -1. 1675E+0 -1.0771Ete -1.8305E+-
11.8m 8.0 -2.6213E01 -9.517E-01 -1.1653E+N -1. 276E+N -1. W8:E+O

VX = DIM.LESS AXIAL VELOCITY
YZ Xl= 0.6 XZ: 8. 20 XZ: 0.55W8 XZ= 8.8N08 XlZ- 0.9bN XZ= 0.9"fA

6.6 1 6 .6 . 3.8 6.8 8.0 0.9
1.8W 3.1669E+* 3.1613+N 2.818d+@4 1.6932(+t 3.811841 3.9751E-Oe
2.W L2929E8+N 6.2794E+ 5.5849E+N8 3.357E+N0 7.578@E-01 8.8714E-02
3.6M 9.445BE+88 9.423oE48 8. 3856E+8 5. " TE40 1. 1542E+& 1. 40K~-01
4.IN 1.2574E+01 1.2547E+01 1.1161E+01 6.7178E+0 1.5228EW+0 1.8374E-l
5.6 1.5716E41 1.5682(+01 1.3951E+01 8.3328E+8 1.9i8E+W 2.351@E-01
6.8I 1.8845E.01 1. 885E+f1 1.6732E+01 1.75E+8I 2.293@E4 2.39E-01
7.8 2.1987E+l l 2.1938E+81 1. 9519(01 1.+1752E.1 2.6719E+O@ 3.2844E-01
8.IN 2.5115(+41 2.5857E+01 2.2291E+01 1.3417E+01 3.047EW0 3.6721E-01
9.8ON 2.8243E+01 2.818K+01 2.5073E+01 1.5M8+l+1 3.41N0E+W 4.80E-01

1.8N 3.1348E641 3.1274E+01 2.782+41 1.6717E(91 3.746(W.8+ 4.2128E-01
I.W 3.4452E+01 3.4367E+1 3. 56E41 1.8345E+01 4. k3E+N 4.395%-0, Continued
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P DIN.LESS STATIC PRESSURE
YZ XZ= 8.80 XZ 8.2M XZ= .0.55 XZ= 6.88M XZ= 6.9b& XZ= 6.9"rM

L8 9.8137E-01 9.8133E-01 9.8133E-01 9.13bE-01 9.8181E-01 9.8198E-01
1.W 9.8125E-61 9.8129E-01 9.812E-0l 9.813E-1 9.8172E-@i 9.8z9E-6l
2.IN 9.B11AE-0I 9.8113E-61 9.8124E-01 9.8129E-01 9.8164E-01 9.8189E-01
3.MW 9. U8aE-01 9. Be3E-01 9.8KE@.l 9. 8d92E-@l 9.813.E-0I 9.815*-I
4. IN 9.8847E-01 9. 84EW-1 9.852E-01 9.8M59E-01 9.807KE-1 9. 6%E-1
5. M 9.7998E-81 9.7995E-81 9. 8OWE-Oi 9. 8N5E-@1 9.8647E-Oi 9. 87bE-@]
6.M 9.7935E-01 9.7934E-01 9.7938E-81 9.79WE-01 9.79%E-O.' 9. WE-01
7.880 9. 7M6E-1 9.7861E-01 9.7879E-01 9.7875E-I1 9.78.E-91 9.7bE-01
8.80 9.7782E-81 9.778E-01 9.7787E-01 9.7791E-01 9.7a4lE-01 9.7877E-01
9.M80 9.7693E-81 9.7693E-81 9.7786-01 9.7704E-Oi 9.7767E-01 9.7alE-e1

18. IN 9.75%E-01 9.75%E-1 9.7685E-81 9.7607E-01 9.7659E-81 9.7693E-41
11.9M8 9.7499E-91 9.75-E01 9.7507E-01 9.751:.-Ol 9.7 5E-01 9.7b75E-01

DIFFEEOCES BETWEEN CURRENT TIOCSfEP NO. 12 1
AND THE INITIAL DATA U(,J,K)-UINITIAL(PJ,K)

I-eP, AT DISTINCT RADIAL POSITIONS

j K = DIN.LESS DENSITY
YZ XZ= 8.0 XZ= 6. 2M XZ= 0. 5,5 XZ= 0. 88W XZ= 0. %& XZ= 0.9'3r

0. . -1.8634E-R -1.8672E-02 -1.8675E-#2 -1.8647E-62 -1.8193E-2 -1.8w:1E-6
1.,M -1. 3495E'-K -1. 3494E-2 -I, 3447E-W -1. 341@.-&' -1. 3165E-02 -I, 537 IE-K

2.80 -1.3474E-t) -1.346BE-02 -1. 3333E- -1. 3337E"42 -1. 319bE-2 -4.L5383E-
3. 8 -1. 3466E-8 -1. 3483E-Ki -1.3438E-8K -1. 3379E-2 -1. 3129E-F -1.5US.sE-
4. I -1. 3424E-82 -1. 3482E-. -1. 3354E42 -1. 3339E-02 -!. 323E-02 -1. 6114E-K
5. ON -1.3416E- -1. 3472E- -1. 3377E- -1. 33: 68- -1. 3183E-& -1. 666E-cL
6.8M1 -1.3436E- -1. 3469E-02 -1. 34@4E- -1. 3372E-02 -1. 30&E-02 -1.:644E-62
7. M -1. 3423E- 2 -1. 3471E-8 -1. 3381E-02 -1. 3304E-8- -1. 3273E-62 -1. 7637E-Be
8. O -1.342-" -1. 3462E-K -1.33E-02 -1. 3303E- -1. 2994E-02 -1.7B21E-K
9. M -1. 3482 E-R -1. 3412E-& -1. 332iE'-k -i. 31iE-k -1. 2827F.-l -1. &349E:-&

I.8W -1.3346E-K -1. 336E-. -1. 3215E-k -1. 3143E-02 -1. 2828E-2 -1. 9231E-K
11.80 -1. 3291E-2 -1. 3:IE-W -1.311@E-& -1.3073E-0 -I.2&3&E-0e -2.0l14E-k

YR = DIN. LESS RADIAL ELOCITY
YZ XZ= 8.8 XZ= 8.26N X= 6,5M XZ= O.aBO XZ= 6.9:k XZ= 8.935'

8.0 8.0 8. 0. 1.8 L.8 6.0
1. w *.9 6.721E-W -1.4649EI -1.3595E-01 1.299E-01 1. 2789E-03
2.IN .8 S.578E-2 -1.394E-fI -1.18461E- 1 E.11E-93 -1.3935E-W
3.MW L 0 7.8591E-W -1. 4072E-01 -1. 1428E-01 6.3634E-&W -8. 63E-93
4. IN 8. E6 983E- -1.3522E-i1 -1.1 65E-01 -2.1356E-02 -1.8764E-82
5.888 8.8 6.558E-' -1.33 -l -1.E!4E-I l.K69E- -1..5@05E-k
6.O U.8 6.Kff::E-2 -1.396E-01 -1.6731E-91 2.1954E-62 -1. 4344E-02
7.M18 0.8 7.1472E-1 -1.4539E-01 -1. 1369E-I 1.9i44E-& -1.569E-Oe
8.in 8.8 5.8774E-. -1.4ME-41 -1.0994E-01 2.8033E-W -1.3985E-02
9.W .I 7.0144E-02 -1.461@E-01 -1. 1433E-I1 8.7116E-62 -7.987@E-K3

I,.8 0I 6,981E-02 -1.3224E-01 -1. 1214E-81 -4.3362-02 -2.5578E-02
11.1m 8.8 5.1 28E-.0 -1. I838E-01 -I.8 E-01 -1.7384E-01 -4.3eE--d

Continued
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VX DIN.LESS AXIAL YEI.CITY
YZ Xl= 0.0 XZ- 1.20M XZ- 8.551M XZ= $.8 XZ= 8.9.W XZ= 0.9950

Ll 8.8 LO 8,0 L8 LO L.e.
186 L 8469E-03 B2381E-03 5.2%9E-43 3.1428E-03 4. 3, E-04 -3. 8165E-03
2.9W8 1.543@E-#3 1.3724E-#3 -3.536E-4 -I.55E-'03 -2.23M-9e3 -1.5562E-03
3.M 2.2326E-03 1.8676E-03 5.2112E-44 7.2,9E-W -3.7186E-04 -8.2405-5
4.W@8 L227E-4 3.987-04 -1,1E-03 -1.2396--3 -1.6592E-03 -1. 803E-63
5.868 5.2ME-04 2. 45E-.A -1.@-0E63 -1.527@E-83 -1.3711E-63 -7.8257E-04
LOW -2.3314E-64 -3.7875E-04 -1.5332E-#3 -1.3195E-83 -1.1918E-3 -'.8887E-04
7.M6 -IIME-84 -4.3089E--4 -1. 6521E-.3 -1. 418BE-03 -1.3486--W -7.3455E-04
8.M -7.1641 4 -1.0376E-93 -?2949E-63 -1.9693E-03 -1.853LE-03 -1.586E-W3
&.0M -1.092E-83 -1. 3567E-03 -2. 447E-03 -2.2133E-03 -2. 23M2-93 -1.4165L-03

18. OW -2. 1643E-93 -2. 546E-03 -3. 6875E-03 -3. 7215E-03 -3. 5760E-03 -2. 25.&E-3
11,08 -3. l511E-3 -3. 5359E-03 -4, 7218E-03 -4. %26E-"3 -,4.6739E-83 -2. 94 9E-03

P = DI.LESS STATIC PRESSURE
YZ XZ= . .X7- 8.2M X 0.50 XZ- 8.8M XZ= .%g l= I.-- 9

8.0 .O 4.221E-93 A.5995E-63 1.4373E-03 -4.9407E42 -6.8672E-L
.OW 1.2 SE-82 1.5183E-82 9.1191E-03 4.9404E- -3.9695E-2 -6.3b84E-02

2.@N 2.5821(42 2.6@WE-& 1. 3679E-K 8.4973E-03 -3.36K&42 -56EW-0
3.0 5.7989E-W2 L l0fE-82 5.459E-4. 4.9919E-4 3.8641E-03 -2.5471E-4
4.OW 1. WAGE-01 1. 3AE-01 9.:486E- . .682SE- 2 6.6187E-4 4.8334E- 2
5.W 1.5614E-41 1.5808 01 1.5077E-01 1.485-1 1.88i9E-81 6.8i1E-k
6.N 2.2692E41 2.2732E-01 2.2348E-01 2.16,,M-01 1.5W8b-01 1.28&-61

S7.OW 31842E'-1 3.0967E-01 3.01IE-41 2.945BE-01 2.817dE-81 2.7067E-01
LOW 3.9891E-01 4.8168E-01 3.94,E-01 3.8955E-01 3.367E-61 2.9215E-91
9.880 4.9924E-01 4.9971E-01 4.8981E-01 4.8739E-01 4.1575E-01 3.6752E-l1

18. O L9"WE-I 6.9913E-01 5.9994E-41 5.9723E-01 5.3840E-0I 5.8W7E-01
11.8M 7.2087E-01 7.1884E-01 7.183,E-1 7.0737E-01 6.613'4E-01 6.3ME--i

SKIN FRICTION(CF) I STI NT NO. (ST)

X CF ST U1(W)/U2(CL)

1. 0 1.6971E-0 -5.2W8-04 -3. 2WK-91
2-86 9.NX46* -2.6 :2E-04 -1.610BE-"
3.86 L675SE-* -1.676SE-4 -1.0731E-0I
4.0 4.7113-96 -1.24BIE-44 -8.06KE-#.
5.8N 3.8591E-6 -9.3645E-5 -o.A49AE--
60 3.241@E- -7.324@E-05 -5.3787E-k
7.86 2.7547E- -6,3W%C-5 -4.6111E-W
8.0 2.36084E- -5.0464E-5 -4. V39E-82
9.0 2.0482E- - .23A4E-IM -3,5TE-.-2
1.8 1.7388-4 -3. 73326-4 -3.2332E--
11.8 1.5614E- -3.3357E-C5 -2.9417E-2 Continued
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4M0, AT DISTINCT AXIAL POSITIONS

iO z DIM.LESS DENSITY
YZ Xi= 06 XZi 2.N Xl 4.96 XiZ 6.69 XZl 8.96N& XMZ=1. 66

0.6 9.8137E-11 9.8653E-61 985E-01 9,B656E-01 9.8658E-0I 9.8 ME-91
LIN 9.8137E-21 9.8653E-61 9.865E-01 9.8656E-1 9. Ob5E-01 9.8b65E-@i
6.2W6 9.8133E-01 9.8653E-01 9.8652E-eI 9.8653E-61 9.BSSAE-o1 9.8669E-01
L40 9.8111E-1 9.8641E-41 9.864E-1 9.8641E-lI 9.8 k3E-ei 9.86E-Oi
6,556 9,6133E-61 9.8667E-01 9.865E-91 9.8 E-t1 9.BM6E-01 9.6678E-01
L0IS 9.8118E-61 9.8664E-01 9.658:E-01 9.8W6E-81 9.8663E-81 9,8b79E-01
LBW 9.8135E-1 9.8666E-i 986WE-01 9.8WSE-61 9.8671E-81 9. 68E-01
69W8 9.8131E-91 9.8653E-1 9.8657E-91 9.805E-81 9.8657E-01 9. BoME-01
@.9@ 9,6I1E-11 9,8689E-1 9,8676E-61 9.8699E-1 9.8761E-fl 9.8717E-0I

.965 9.819BE-1 9.8657E-01 9.8623E-01 9.8631E-01 9.6 ME-01 9.&69E-1
0.995 98198E-01 9B 6IE-61 9.389E-41 9.6336E-01 9.8218E-21 9.8077E-21
1.960 1. WKE+W6 9.B19dE-01 9. 9AE-01 9.8&3-81 9.7878E-e1 9.7694E-91

YR = DIM.LESS RADIAL YELOCITY
YZ Xl= 6O Xi= 2.696 XZ- 4.616 XZ- 6.9, X 8.&M XZ=18. NN

6.6 LI LI L1 6.6 6.9 6
6N LI -9.4916E-02 -9.464BE-W -9.7@9bE-W -9.6149E-6k -9.6113E-k

62, 6.0 -. 48ME-81 -. 4487E-01 -. 5339E-91 -. 551BE-91 -2.5297E-01
& .L6 -L@947E-11 -8.029E-01 -8,69E-01 -8.13E-01 -8.0876-l1
LS5W 6.l -9.7119E-81 -9.67@1E-91 -9.7$8E-1 -9.8KE-0 1 -9.64M-0 I
& 709 L.6 -1. 1952E+ -1. 1947E+N -1. 198E@E -1. 212E4+* -1. 1%9E+N9
6.O6 L1 -I.166 E+6 -1.1661E+0 -1.1627E+0 -1.1653E+W -1.1675+N
0.9w 9.6 -1. 1461E+W -1. 1614E+6W -1. 1378E+W6 -1. 1373E +0 -I. 175E+W6
0.960 6.6 -1.278E+ -1.551E+00 -1.8118E+U -I.N57E+ -1.0771E+"
L.985 LI -1.227E+W -I.343E+N -1.0176E+00 -1.6155E+N -1.045@E+00
6.995 6.6 -1.118E+N -1.237E+00 -1.9192E+N -1.l189E+N -1.0365E+W
I.m -I.6SNWE+N -1. 184E+W -1.6194E+W -I.ROIE+N -. kI7E N -I.023bE.+

VX = DIM.LESS AXIAL EU)CITY
YZ XZ= 1.0 XZ= 2.696 XZ= 4.N99 XZ= 6.NM XZ= B6 XZ-19.96,

6.6 6.1 6.2929E+0 1.2574E+1 I1.8845E.0I 2.511E+01 3.1348E+ll
LOW O.6 6.2929E+@@ 1.2574E+91 1.8845E+01 2.5115E+01 3.134bE+O1
6.2m 6.0 .2794E+W 1.2547E+0 1.B6 +0I 2.5057E+01 3.1274E+01

AW 6.0 6.i96%E+0 1.2169E+1 1. 840E+01 2.43M+9l 3.933d+ll
6.556 LI 5.5849E+N 1.1161E+fI 1.673XE+1 2.2291 1 2.7@E+01

7W LI 4.5671E+00 9.119E+9 1.3519E+01 1.7997E+i 2.2f53+.
Lm6 6.6 3.357@E+N .7178E.0 I.075E+01 1.3417E+01 1.6717E+01
& 963 L.6 1. 8378E96 3.6816E+96 5.5e7%96O 7.35&6E.6 9.1419E+00
6,966 6.0 7.5760E-01 1.5 E EW 2.293KE+W 3.M67E+6N 3.7468E+fM
I985 ,L6 2.862E-41 5.69WE-11 B.6322E-11 1.135 E+9 1.3b4iE+U
1.995 L.6 B.871E-W 1.8374E-91 2.8389E-1 3.6721E-I1 4.2128E-61
.66 6.6 I. .6 6. 6.6 0.0

Continued
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P a DIM. LESS STATIC PWSSUNf
Yl 11= 5.6 Il= 2.WW Xl: 4AWe Ilz 6.WW Xl: 8. WNt Ul:1g.6W

IL.I 9.8137E-41 9.8114E-91 9.8947E-1 9.795-ti 9-7782E-1 9.7596E-81
&IN 9.6137E-91 9.6114E-41 9.847E-li 9.7935E-41 9.778E-l 9.75%E-0
&SW 9.8133E-1 9.8113E-11 9. &4OE-41 9.7934E-01 9-77&K-61 9.75%6E-41
S.A6 9. 811 IE-11 9.8094E1 9.Od2SE-6I 9.7913E-41 9.7155L-Ol 9.7581E-01
1.5% 9.8133E-41 9.8124E-11 9. U52E-41 9.793E- 9.7787E61 %.7605E-01
&.70 9. 81 IBE-1 9. 8123E-11 9.MlSE-el 9. 7935E-11 9. 77&'Z-Oi 9. 75grI-i
IL ON 9.8135E-41 9.8129E-41 9.0859(41 9.7M4-El 9.7l9iE-61 9. 767E481
990 &N 9 8131E-91 9.8189(41 9. 0844E-Sl 9. 7926E-91 9. 776SE-81 9. Th9iE-il
IL56 W .81B1E-41 9.816E-91 9.0897E-0l 9.79%E-01 9.7841E-01 9. 7659E-41
19985 9.819BE-01 9.8187E-41 9.093E-11 9.8627E-01 9.7675E-01 9.7b9lE-li
3.995 9.8196E-11 9.8189(41 9. 809AE-al 9. BR9E-61 9.7877E-81 9.7693E-41
L.W 9.999KE41 9.819@E-41 9.0894E-el 9. U30E-91 9.7878E-bi 9.7b94E-li

DIFFERE1MS 9(TWEN QChRRT T1WSTE N1.1201
WD T E INITIAL DATA U(NJ,K)-JINITIA.(NJ,K)

R-W, AT DISTINCT AXIk. POSITIDIN

WzDIM. LESS DENSITY
'a XZ= & t l: a-w Xl: 4.&M IN~ 6.0 Xz 8.9 Xl@.U86

I -1.8B63442 -1. 3474E-W -1.3424E-62 -1.3436(42 -1.3A2E- -1.3346E-W
185J -. 6E-02 3474E-02 -1.3424(42 -1.3436E-W -1.3425-* -1.3349(4W
8.210 -1.8672E-82 -1.346SE-2 -1.3482E-12 -1.3469E-92 -1.34f62E42 -1.3386E-02
1.480 -L.888E-62 -1.3586E-02 -1.359BE-12 -1.391E-&. -1.3624-82 -1.30&-k
L.55 -1.867SE-2 -1.3333E-62 -':.354E-62 -1.34,AE-w2 -1.3bE-02 -1.3211-W
V00. -1.8816E-92 -1.3364E-02 -1.3451E-82 -1.34E-W -1.3367E-62 -1.3212E-02

LM8 -1.8647E-62 -1.3337(42 -1.3339E-2 -1.3372E-82 -1.33"-W4 -1.3143(42
(.958 -l.8689E-82 -1.3471(42 -1.343@E-02-1.3452E-W -1.3438(42 -1. 3199E-W
8. 9W -' .8'93E-9 -1. 3186(42O-1.3239E-92-1.3kE-02 -1.2994(42 -1.2828(42
IL 985 -1.8823E-82 -I-.34,O8(2-I. 3778E-W -1.3689E4-1 824-1.4312E42
8.995 -. 81-2-1.5329E(42 -1.6114(42 -1.664E-92 -1.7821-2 -1.931E-82
1.. 8 55-1834 -1-9862-5 -1.970-W4 -2.1222E-V -2.3064E-W

VR = BIE.LESS RAXAL VELOCITY
YZ XZ= e.8I Xl: UMae XZ= 4.90 Xl: 6.6W1 XZz B.OW0 Xl=lS.Wi

Ll.83.6 8.8 to8 LO6 3.6 5
f. re 5.0a -1.6377E-K2-.194 -1.8557(4 -1.76M9(4 -1.7573(42
1.28 M L5 L574BE-82 L9WE3-02 GAR6E-8 5.877hE-2 L591E-*
(L W. 1.9 -1.877SE-41 -1.841GE(41 -1.8497E-11 -1.9148E(01 -1. 8612E-91
8.556 8.8e -1.394@E-81 -1.3522-81 -1.39I81(41 -1.4868(41 -1. 3224E-11
0.768 1.8 -2-0194E-l 01 -2 E- .2-1 -2.87&1-01 -2.271E-91
6.8No 5.8 -1.18I6-41 -1.1865-l1 -1. 0731E-41 -1.8994(41 -1. 1214E-01
&.9w 1.5 -8.4158E-52 -9.9361E-48 -7.5885(4 -7.5351E-W -1.1319E-01
@.%e 15.5 G.3118(43 -2.1356E-82 2. 1954E-62 2.8533-82 -4.3362(4
&1985 3.6 -8. 572E43 -2.1159-W2 -3.4389E-83 -1.4191(4C -3.588d-*
L 995 9.6 -1.3935E-82 -1.8764E-62 -1.4344E-W -1.3985(42 -2.5578(42
IM *.* -1.8436-12 -. 42 -2.08W8-8 -2. 1682E-8 -?.3661(42

Continued
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YX DIO. LESS AXIAL YELOCIT
YZ Xi= 8.8 XZ= 2.WN9 XZ= 4.WN6 Xi: 6&M6 Xi: B. 90~ X=I@.W&

6.6 16 1.5438E-Q 6.4227E-64 -2.3314E-04 -7. 1641E-04 -2. 1643E-03
LIN8 LO9 1.SWE-03 6.50@1E0 -2.2564E-94 -7. W85E4 -. 16E5
6.2M 9.9 1. 3724E-W. 3.9873E-%4 -3.7675E-94 -1.376E-03 -2.5446E-03
&468 10 6. W956 4 -2. M5E-04 -9. 3336E-t4 -1. 5VZ~-83 -3. 8&52E-W
8.558 L 9 -3.58W6-04 -1.921BE-63 -1.53Y&e-63 -2.2949E-W -3.6875E-3
MW7986. -B.8596E-A 9.82&-A -9.3594E-&4 -2.08375E-03 -3. 414@E-03

LBW6 13 -1.556K-63 -1.239E-93 -1.3195E-93 -1.%93E-93 -3.7215E-W.
998.9 159E3 I 13 -7.7586E-P -1.4915E-13 -3.964E-13

6.9686.1 -2.232SE-3 -1.6592E-63 -1. 191@E-03 -1.B53K-Q -3.576@E-83
IL965 L.6 -2. 1492E-03 -1.472%-63 -9. 5897E-#4 -1.5866E-W -3. 3346E-W
8.995 L 0 -1.5582-W 1P3- -6.W~8E-04 -I.r.&E-63 -2.259SE-03

P=DIM.LESS STATIC PRSSURE
Yi Xl: 6.8 XZ= 2.68NN Xi: 4.WN8 Xi: 6. W6 XZ= B.S& e XZ=10.606

9.9 -1.862SE-02 -1.6612E-K -1.85RE4 -1.8495E-K -1. 346-W -1. W5E-62
&6ON -1. 628-W -1. 8612E-02 -I.8566E* -1.849JE-1 -1. 8346E--* -1.8@54E-k
6.29 -1.8666E-62 -1.8621E-K -1.8597E-K -1.849BE-02 -1.8378E-2 -1.8851E-W
1468 -1.8881E-W -1.8819E-02 -1.8790E-W -1.8789-k -1.8617E-K -1.&4E-&-l
8.59 -1.%69E-12 -I.BSIIE-82 -1.8513E-M -I86t - .BWi3E-02 -1.7976E-02

V008 -1.881E-82 -1.8522E-42 -1.845E-W -1.84E-* -I.83E-02 -1.794E-52
1968 -1.8641E-W -1.865E-62 -1.85E-e2 -1.858l-02 -1.&&K1-62 -1.7946E-02

@.,6@ -1.8187E-K -i.811SE-82 -1.k68-K -1.78M3-k -1.7759E-02 -1.7427E-82
1965 -1.6817E-K -1.7882E-K -. ld - -. 7579E-8k -1.7421E-W -1.7186E-02
0.995 -1.861E-92 -1.7865E-W2-.1?- -1.7S55E-82 -I.7468E-K -1.708BE-82
i1.6IN I.9I -1.78&-02 -1.B168E-* -1.7544E-92 -1.739E-'W -1.7&M-'

END OUTPUT
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Recently Flandro 1151 has carried out a theoretical analysis for a burning

pellant in a cylindrical grain, under the effect of incident acoustic waves.
etailed formulation was derived with a double expansion, in terms of both
erse Reynolds number as well as Mach number (independent small parameters).
onsteady premixed combustion zone was considered near the propellant surface;
assumption is made, however, that flow within the combustion zone is pure
ial, i.e., zero axial component to all ordrs. Thus it could be anticipated
t the results resemble (regarding nonsteady combustion behavior) those of
en 116], and there seems to be only small differences between the response to
igent and to perpendicular wave incidence. The problem is finally solved
ierically, and details of the inner/outer matching process were not given.

In the remainder of this paper, the viscous, injected wall layer
mulation is derived, in perturbation form. Analytical near field solutions
obtained for all variables up to second order, regarding the radial

)rdinate dependence; the remaining (x,t)-dependence is shown to be governed by
Latively simple partial differential system. These solutions are discussed,
th particular attention to the resultant (first order) pressure distribution
3 wall shear stress, for which experimental data are available.

ANALYSIS

Blytical Model of the Coreflow

The equations of motion pertaining to the core-flow simulation are
esented, for an axisymmetric flow field. The objective is to simulate
e cold-flow experiments of Dr. Brown at UTC/CSD, which utiline cylindrical
ometry. For the coreflow region, with typical injection Reynolds numbers of
der 104, we assumed constant and uniform termophysical properties. A
hematic of the physical configuration is shown in Fig. 1. Turbulence and
mbustion are precluded from the present formul'ation, for reasons discussed
rlier. Other than these simplifications, the full compressible, nonsteady,
scous equations of motion are considered, with all the dissipative terms
cluded.

The five eauations of motion, for continuity, radial momentum, axial
smentum and energy are presented in differential form. A caloric equation of
ate (pertaining to perfect gas) completes the model to form closure of the
oendent variables.

The following dimensionless independent variables are introduced, based on
e two phvsical scales of reference inner chamber radius, Ro*, and reference
,jection velocity, vo*:

r a r*/RO*, x - x*/Ro*, t t/to* (1)

,ere to* . Ro*/Vo* (2)

,e dependent variables are:

* /fo*, v a v*/Vo*, u u*/Vo*, ho - h*/ho*

P - P*/Po (3,

In the last ecuations, the properties used for non-dimensionalization
'e the reference (injected) density, , and the reference chamber pressure,
, ; the corresponding thermal enthalp , ho#, is calculated from the caloric
Wuation of state,

C) K- (4)
)ere -'-Cp/Cv is the specific heat ratio, is considered as constant. The
!ference speed of sound is

UN LSII (5)

UNCLASSIFIED
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eing inviscid, could obtain a solution for the axial velocity component which
atisfied the no-slip boundary condition at the wall. The solution which
atisfies the boundary data, namely, u(xO0)=0, u(r-l)a0, and v(rul)nl, yields:

v 1X Ce -9 r9)r:!:::

if the general family of solutions obtainable, only that which allows full
ietermination of the vorticity (the azymuthal component alone remains,) by the
ivailable boundary data, is physically meaningful; the rest were therefore
ejected. The axial pressure distribution obtained from the momentum equation
s parabolic,

'his type of injected flow field has been investigated previously both
!xperimentally and theoretically. In particular the early theoretical work of
lerman [2], who arrived at a power-series solution to the perturbation problem
)f suction in a flat, porous-walled channel, with the suction Reynolds number
;erving as small-perturbation quantity. The analytical results of G. Taylor [3]
knd Wageman and Guevara [4] more closely resemble the cosine terms of Culick 11];
)oth [3,4] have carried out experiments as well, and both demonstrated very good
ioreement between the measured axial velocity profiles and the calculated ones.
t appears that Culick 11] has arrived at his results independently, since no
:eference was made to any of the previous works. In the experiments by Dunlap,
gilloughby and Hermsen [5], the formulation derived by Culick [I] was used to
:orrelate the measured data, again with considerable success, regarding the
:oreflow axial velocity profile, that is, away from the close neighborhood of
the wall.

Other experiments by Olson and Eckert [6] and later by Huesman and Eckert
[7] tend likewise to verify the validity of this formulation, in particular
reoardina the radial velocity profile, which indeed exhibits a peak near the
Dorous surface [], as well as the axial pressure distribution (the latter shown
as a linear correltaion between the friction coefficient, Cf, and the inverse
tean axial velocity, which are both proportional to I/x.

The recent (and ongoing) experimental study by Brown, et al [8] provides
valuable information regarding the steady state axial pressure profile and the
axial velocity distribution, as well as nonsteady wall heat transfer (obtained
by exciting the standing acoustic modes in the tube). Departure of the steady
state data from the predictions of the aforementioned formulation by Culick [1]
was attributed to possible transition to turbulence. As will be shown in this
study, the pressure data obtained can be simulated very well with a first-order
bressure perturbation, arising from the laminar viscous wall-layer analysis.

Earlier, Yagodkin [9] reported an experimental cold flow setup, with an
injected porous pipe. The maximal injection Reynolds number was 250, which is
2-3 orders of magnitude less than that corresponding to actual internal rocket
flows. Hot-wire anemometry was used to obtain axial velocity and axial velocity
fluctuation vs axial and radial distance. Turbulence intensity seems to peak
iear the surface, and decrease toward the centerline and toward the pipe wall.
These observations are oualitatively similar to those obtained later by Yamada,
Pt al [10]. Although a transition reqion, at Re 0 100-150, was speculated [9] to
involve "large eddy structures", no such evidence appears in the experimental
3ata reported [9).

Further studies by Yagodkin, with Varapaev [11] and Sviridenkov 112] are
theoretical, and address the problem of laminar stability of injected channel
flows, i.e., transition to turbulence. Thus, modified versions of the Orr-
Sommerfield problem were investigated analytically (ll] and numerically [12].
Two related laminar flow stability analyses are by Goldshtik, et a] [13) and
klekseev, et al [14]. None of these theoretical analyses indicates the presence
of large turbulent eddy structures prior to a full transition point, neither do
they obtain an origin of such turbulence on the centerline upstream.

.- ,..
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FLUID-DYNAMICALLY COUPLED SOLID PROPELLANT
COMBUSTION INSTABILITY - COLD FLOW SIMULATION*

Dr. Moshe Ben-Reuven
Princeton Combustion Research Laboratories, Inc.

Monmouth Junction, New Jersey

ABSTRACT

This analysis is aimed at the near-wall processes in an injected,
xisymmetric, viscous flow. It is a part of an overall study of solid
)rooellant rocket instability, in which cold flow simulation is evaluated as a
tool to elucidate possible instability-driving mechanisms. One such prominent
mechanism seems to be visco-acoustic coupling, as indicated by earlier detailed
Drder of magnitude analysis. The major component of the overall study, not
reported herein, involves numerical simulation of the full coreflow eouations of
motion (nonsteady, axisgmmetric) by a modified MacCormack integration technique.
rhe formulation is presented in terms of a singular boundary layer problem, with
detail (up to second order) given only to the near-wall region. The injection
Reynolds number is assumed large, and its inverse square root serves as an
appropriate small-perturbation quantity. The injected Mach number is also small,
and taken of the same order as the aforesaid small quantity. The radial-
dependence of the inner solutions up to second order is solved, in polynominal
form. This leaves the (x,t) dependence to much simpler partial differential
eauations. Particular results demonstrate the existence of a first-order
pressure perturbation, which arises due to the dissipative near-wall processes.
This pressure and the associated viscous friction coefficient are shown to agree
very well with experimental injected flow data.

INTRODUCTON

This is part of a study aimed at elucidation of the physical mechanisms
capable of driving acoustic instability in solid propellant motors, particuarlv
of the type termed velocity-coupled instability. Previous studies on the
coupling between velocity oscillations and the combustion process in solid
propellant motors have demonstrated the complexity of the overall phenomenon,
but have not yet defined the basic mechanisms nor how they operate under flow
conditions orevailinq in rocket chambers. Critical literature review and order
of magnitude analyses of velocity coupling mechanisms have been carried out,
includino visco-acoustic coupling and turbulence combustion coupling. The major
goal of the study is the analytical simulation of the interior flow field within
a solid propellant qrain. The focus is on the Stokes layer, with the objective
of investigating the particular instability mechanism of visco-acoustic
coupling. Preliminary analysis has indicated that this mechanism is both
plausible and sufficiently powerful to drive nonlinear vibrations; it has been
shown that the freouency-dependent surface heat feedback component, due to
viscous/acoustic coupling, has both phase amplitude ranges which would enable
drivina of acoustic vibrations; its amplitude tends to increase as the mean
coreflow Mach number and the frequency become hiqher. A comprehensive
analytical model of the flow field within the viscous wall layer region has been
derived, for an axisymmetric, nonsteady flow field configuration. For a
simulation of the cold flow test results gnerated at UTC/CSD, four conservation
equations are incorporated for continuity, momentum and energy.

The major aspect of the near-wall behavior from the visco-acoustic point of
view, is the laminar dissipative processes typical to that region. This
analysis is focused on the near-wall processes. Although the solultions derived
are nonsteady in general, the radial wall-layer distributions obtained could
best be demonstrated at steady state. For this reason, the review herein is
limited to steady behavior.

Culick ifl derived a solution to the Stokes stream function eauation or
flow in a pipe with injected sidewalls. The flow is rotational, and despite

*This work was supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, Bolling
Air Force Base, Washington, DC, under Contract F49620-61-C-0018.

This paper is Unclassified. Distribution unlimited.
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a Ti.2x was used, for a cylindrical port, and
subscript zero denotes zeroth order convention.

L Culick,F.E.C., -Rotational, Axisymmetric Mean
Now, from EqB. (29) ard (621, Flow and Damping of Acoustic Waves in a Solid

Propellant Rocket", AIAA Journal, Vol 4, No.

- b# 7, X 8, August 1966, pp. 1462-1464.

SX 6 2. Berman, AS., "Laminar Flow in Channels with

XL (66) Porous Walls", Journal of Alied Physics,
Vol. 24, No. 9, September 1953, pp. 1232-1235.

This parameter is plotted against 1/2x (which
denotes the ratio of blowing to mean axial 3. Sir Geoffrey Taylor, "Fluid Flow in Regions
velocity) in Fig. 5. A nearly linear relationship Bound by Porous Surfaces", Proc. Roal Soc."

is obtained, using the coefficient values obtained of London, Ser. A., Vol. 234_,No.11-99
from the two data groups in Fig. 3. In (1956), pp. 456-475.
comparison, the data obtained by Olson and Eckert
[6] is considered. Ref. 6 includes a plot of the 4. Wageman, W.E., and Guevara, F.A., *Fluid Flow

ratio of (axial pressure gradient)/(mean dynamic Through a Porous Channel', The Ph sics of
l h1/2x. This obtains a Fluids, Vol. 3, No. 6, November-Decemberaxial head) vs v 0 */u0 * = i2x.78i-o8ai1.a
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from a parabolic pressure drop. The slight
curvature however, particularly apparent at small 5. Dunlap, R., Willoughby, P.G., and Hermsen,

values of 1/2x , 0.01, can be followed only with R.W., "Flowfield in the Combustion Chamber of

the present formulation, not with any parabolic a Solid Propellant Rocket Motor", AIAA

pressure profile. Thus, the first order pressure Journal, Vol. 12, No. 10, October 1974, pp.

distribution, obtained from the viscous wall layer 1-12.
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The experimental data of Brown 181 also DIQSS= OP
demonstrates, as evident in Fig. 3, that
significant departures from the Parabolic axial Tb facilitate comparison with the
pressure-drop profile (as predicted by the experimental data reported by Brown, et al (81,
inviscid formulation) evolve at sufficiently larqe one may form the normalized axial pressure drop,
x. In the meantime, departures from the self-
similar cosine velocity profiles are evident,
which become more appreciable with increasing x. PL) 17(x -(ni to
Elucidation of the first-order pressure EflV"'o- i KI tC9(jE)
pertrubation seems therefore highly important for
proper understanding of this type of injected
flows. This is undertaken in the remainder of the (64)
present section, for steady state.

This formula is used to correlate the experimental
lb resolve the axial variation of p1 by the data of Brown, et al (81, as shown in Fig. 3.

wall layer formulation, the second compaibility Clearly, the measured pressure profile is
condition in Eq. (51) can he used, corresponding correlated very well by Eq. (64), which is
to the y-term: obviously stperior to the inviscid expression [1,

shown as well.

B r YoCy A single point of the data (x; pl) has been
-(8 utilized o obtain a scale for the comparison
F . f (this is necessary, since no physical input is

For the special case of uniform (zeroth order) available regarding the value of BO O the
injection at steady state, the presence of a injected mass flux Perturbation, necessary for
nonzero first-order pressure perturbation would defining bL, bo), along with po-l, F -V m-l, and
imply ohysically a corresponding nonzero 1 . 1.4. suppose now that Knl, an we select a
perturbation upon the mass flux injected, ie., value of B -60. (This is based on some trial and

error - bu shows how the correlation was obtained
BO = F(0,x,t) / 0 without any regression analysis); then,

as given by Eq. (42). Now at steady state, boul/BP-l/60, bli/-Bo%=l/l.4x60, - 0.012
although Bo is expected to vary with DI, we will
(as a first step), assume for simpliciiy that bob, = V/SB, - 0.014

Bo(x) - 'o - const.
o oemonstrate the sensitivity of the axial

With the foregoing steady state assumptions, pressure drop to Reynolds number (or to the
Eq. (58) can be readily turned into an ordinary parameters Km and F_), the experimental points of
differential equation, for 0 , x L : Fig. 3 were converted from their original scale,

to the Apl/E -form herein, using the relevant
(59) values of m0 and Reo given. The results of this

conversion, for two distinct data groups, are
where uniform injection, F0 const, was assumed; plotted in Fig. 4, along with their excellent
the coefficients are: correlation by Eq. (64).

In Fig. 4, the differences between high K_
>Z > 0 (low R.) and low % (high Pc) are amplified.

* i.mV.--" - • (60) High R, measuremen s appear on top, closest to
the invIscid pressure profile.

Note that at steady state, according to Ekq. (39)
and (44), C1-CoVo-0. The boundary data are, Two important observations can therefore be

made: (1) axial pressure variation to lowest
dp,/dx(0)-0, and P 1 (X=L).pL (61) order is O(5), and is governed by the dissipative

wall layer rocesses, as derived in the analysis
The solution is straightforward; for Positive b1  herein. The behavior obtained in x differs from
and b 0 : the parabolic pressure drop formula of Culick [l];

jjp-.~ - ~ also, (2) one need not invokce local turbulenceCI ( --- )C, (62) generation to explain the departure of measured
p, from the predicted inviscid behavior.

Another property of interest is the wall

friction coefficient, or dimensionless wall shear

SI(o)i L CD .x)I (6 3) stress.al2

This conlludes the derivation of th Ct2Z/L,(4
injected, viscous wall layer, up to seond order, where 0* denotes the mean axial coreflow velocity.
Full solutions, namely, mat&ing between inner and Using dimensionless ccvention employed herein,
outer expansions will not be attempted herein. along with the wall layer coordinate,
Important insiqhts are obtained already from
resolving the near-field behavior up to second
order, in terms of the y-polynominals. C+ f (65)

7 .
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Thus, hl(y,x,t) is second order in y, like 4?; undetermined coefficients should arisethe appropriate boundary condition is, necessarily, to accommodate coupling with the

outer, inviscid (core) flowfield, through inner/
B2(x,t) a hl(0,x,t) - ho(Uo - OBI)/F o  (48) outer asymptotic matching.

The axial momentum balance, Sq. (33), after
dividing through by Fo and following integration, THE FIRST OMER PJESSUIR PERrUIRATION
yields:

In the outer inviscid flow (coreflow), the
tU-'* L2 '? 3  pressure difference is balanced by the axial

F. M 7- &J43 + acceleration, as

-(49) (52)A ?9

ul(O,x,t) = 0 In the meantime, the available CSD experimental
data clearly shows that the seemingly equivalent

satisfying the no-slip condition at the wall. representation,
Thus, the perturbed axial velocity is third order
in its y-dependence, and the corresponding viscous 6V - ,-'-
dissipation term (unlike its zeroth-order L''J Z.- ' 0 '- ) 7--' (53)
counterpart), does not vanish within the layer.

where 0 < F-" L Therefore, within the range of
With the foregoing derived results, the flow conditions simulated herein, it is inferred

zeroth order energy equation can be shown to yield that the mean axial coreflow velocity can become
merely a condition connecting Uo and vO timewise. considerably larger than the radial (or injected)
One may turn now to the first-order energy velocity, such that, from Eqs. (52) and (53):
equation, which seems to yield some simple and
highly useful results even without full solution. UU /4-e~e ~ , (54)After some manipulation, Eq. (38) obtains: (54)

and furthermore,

o f ('V.) +Y P.( +Vw * VD + [p* (0)-p* x) /p* (x) - Mo - 0

Recall that p0 = po(t) and pl = pl(xt) as
-derived in wall layer analysis. aence, up to

-- "I _ -- (50 first order, no radial pressure gradients arise,
(50) and the inner and outer pressures must be equal,& O viz.,...

S The first bracketed term, after using the
foregoing results, is simply po (0) = pO(i), p1 (0) = pl(i) (55)

v O - (C-VoCo)/F o  Suppose now that the leading term in the outer
axial velocity expansion is, according to Eq.

Using the appropriate first order expressions (54),
obtained herein (for ul, vl, and hl) in Eq. (50),
and collection of equal powers of y yields: Qb (

(56)

+ Ev - C~ V-9) -_ ,8. while the remaining outer variables are of simpler
0  form, e.g.,

-fP +)to- C.- V.C.t 4 ~ jt ~ k~~) Ve* i.- ot
F., + -0 - ,0

C.I;6 1 2Therefore, the outer axial momwentum balance,
v,-.y.- 7H -F. 1 -4 derived from Egs. (7)-(12) yields, at order Vt1_.:

V, 2-3/ 0r (A-. =LY 0'4 (57)

which shows that indeed the outer flow can support
(51) this first-order pressure perturbation. To

conclude, a first-order pressure perturbation
OCmpatibility with the foregoing derivation within the flow field, Fri(x,t), has been

(in which y and (x,t) variable separation was postulated, following the viscous wall layer
implemented), can be maintained, provided each of analysis. This pressure is ommon to both inner
the bracketed terms in Eq. (51) vanishes (wall layer) and outer (coreflow) regions. Within
identically. The resulting four oompatibility the wall layer, it is balanced by the shear force,
relations, in partial differential form,would or zeroth-order vorticity generation, as shown in
determine the behavior of the wall sublayer system Eq. (28). In the coref low, it is balanced by the
up to the first order in 6 , the small lowest-oder axial acceleration.
perturbation quantity. Fbwever, a total of three

6
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position (x,t). Even more striking is the
vanishing of the viscous dissipation term at V
zeroth order:

VIu4?y 4-

which leaves in the zeroth-order axial momentum (i-0 (U42& t,?o -' - ,
equation a balance of inertial terms, strictly. lo Te- (38)
This explains physically the success (up to first
order) of modeling this family of injected flows With the foregoing result for axial velocity,
by assuming rotational, inviscid motions; such the zeroth order formulation can be utilized to
modeling indeed obtains solutions for the axial solve for the Y-dependence of the other dependent
velocity profile, which satisfy the no-slip variables. The zeroth order continuity equation
condition at the wall (r-l). can be written in split form, since F, and ?, are

independent of y.
It further awpears that the shear stress, q.
(30), is proportional to the first-order axial - IE:. ()t) Co&.-jt)
pressure gradient, while being inversely (39)
proportional bD the injected mass flux, as would
be expected. Of course, 10,/1x depends on F , and
one expects their ratio to be finite at the fimit " (l__.. - __

as zero injection is approached. -X\ V. - - C.AJ (40)

The zeroth-order differential system reads: where Co(x,t) is a common seoaration parmeter,
Swith a range of values uniquely corresponding to

-t i the boundary data. The second equation yields

(31) Fl(y,x,t) * Bo(x,t) + Co(x,t) y+ -L ( y2 (41)

2- (F-) . VitFg V) where:
Bo(x,t) Fl(0,x,t) (42)

(32) UO(x,t) IF ,1N(43)

Similarly, the zeroth order radial momentum
.4 ~ 7~I~i-G~A -equation yields, after splitting:

-6 bVo ~( y 3F~lat + E vo = ,x)
t % (33) 

(44)

-t- - "-V -fp. +YP.V, ,YP V.V Y t s3 B, oet) +C I VCo

o~ 
0.

(34)

The corresponding first-order formulation 1 0t)= V.CX"t-o) (45)

reads: The foregoing results for F1 and V1 yield for the

1!j V _ first-order density:

Note tht: (,x,t) -

(36)

so that q, is uniquely defined and an aditional
integration constant is riot necessary. tiow,-+ V(*., - ,) following the definition of Pl and since

+ 09 then:

(37) hl(ylx,t) " - 9(vix,t) D2 (x,t) (47)

5+
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(c) At the (nonpermeable solid) head-end closure, where Smr is the relevant (injection) Strouhal
(t, r, x-0): number.--he range of Strouhal numbers ronsidered

is S - O(), so one need rot introduce any
v * 0, u - 0, h a hH(rt) (16) addi ?onal timescales.

The functions vo(x,t), h,(x,t) and hH(r,t) are The independent variables are (x,y,t), while the
arbitrary imposed distributions, associated dependent variables, in the wall-layer,

are er turhed,

(d) The exit plane, defined by (t, r, x=L), forms a ,

an entrance into a short, convergent nozzle .' , V - VI  U U-- + FZAI
Section. Y + !,(24) .

THE IDUBCM SIXD4ALL L while the following abbreviations are introduced,

The flow region of interest is close to the F:. iE fov . F.V, +T1 V0 -
surface, where viscous forces are expected to be F- , t J,
appreciable within a thin layer. Go To > Gf '.U 1 t_ i~o (25)

For the neighborhood of r=l, the following It should be stresed that the O( F ) terms

transform is proposed for the radial coordinate: represent perturbation quantities whic may be
later considered as series expansions. The

y - (l-r)/e (17) present analysis is concerned with the two lowest
orders only. This in no way implies limitation

which magnifies the wall layer, with to so-called "linear" considerations.

For the perturbation variables of Eqs. (17)-0 < l/ 8) (25), the continuity equation yields

" 'J (19)

and r 1 - y (26)

The assumption for small injection Mach number is Similar substitution of perturbed variables is
constrained as follows. Obviously, the injection also carried out for the remaining equations of
Mach number appears as an additional parameter in motion; a detailed derivation is available in Ref.
the formulation (equations of momentum and 17. A hierarchy of equations can then he
energy). In the flow types of interest for collected, for equal powers of the small quantitye.

k * simulation herein, M, is also very small; in The lower-order analysis (concerning negativeconsideration of typical experimental

configurations at CSD/'TV, we find powers of F) readily yields the following simple
results:M2-O .)O( ' Po" Fo(x't), vow Vo(X,t), -Po -POWt, "

which adequately represents a range of cold-flow
conditions. This offers great simplification in P1 = pl(x,t) (27)
the analysis, although at the cost of narrower
range of general application (considering the Also, the following differential equation arises

relative freedom of the two major flow parameters, from the axial mmentum balance at order 1/ E

N and ). Therefore, a parameter 
isin U. = o 28

-w _ 6which can be integrated to reveal the y-deperdence
- 0WA' (20) OfU:

The question of timescale depends upon the 'U - x';(9
range of frequencies of interest. The following (29)
reasoning will demonstrate that for the range of
conditions considered for the present simulation, with U0 (x,t;0) a 0 .
the timescale can remain the same one as in the
ooreflow. The viscous layer thickness is Of course, the (x,t) dependence of uo still

remains to be found. However, its dependence
- /(21) RM the laver coordinate, y, is found to be

linear; this result has several important
The Stokes Layer thickness (for acmstic -mpl-cations. The axial shear stress component
perturbatior with a frequency f0 ) within the layer,

sg "(-ffo)rz (22) 10-a Kin IM

The ratio of these two thickness scales is, - , (30)

"_ " (3 is obviously rnzero in general, while beingI, _oR/ v  (23) independent of distance from the wall at any given

4 -
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AnLYSIS These idealizations are incorporated merely for
convenience, in allowing clear identification of

Analytical Model of the Coreflow physical interactions within the coreflow, at low

(axial) Mach numbers; sharp pressure and
The equations of motion pertaining to the temperature variations are obviously precluded.

core-flow simulation are presented, for an The dimensionless equations of motion are as
axisymmetric flow field. The objective is to follows, for the region
simulate the cold-flow experiments of Dr. Brown at
tUTC/CSD, which utilize cylindrical geometry. For 0 < x < 1, 0 < r < 1, t > 0:
the coreflow region, with tyjical injection

and uniform thermop~hysical properties. A )"" --

schematic of the physical configuration is shown r(7) ..7

in Fig. 1. Turbulence ard combustion are
precluded from the present formulation, for where the dependent variable vector is,
reasons discussed earlier. Other than these
simplifications, the full compressible, nonsteady, UT - ( ,V) t, oqJ >
viscous equations of motion are considered, with
all the dissipative terms included. The radial and axial flux terms are, respectively,

The five equations of motion, for continuity, FT- (- %O jV% ?ukv, 'ThV')
radial momentum, axial momentum and energy are (9)
presented in differential form. A caloric
equation of state (pertaining to perfect gas) GT = U W, JIV(A7 T(A__t , T P1 U)
completes the model to form closure of the
dependent variables. (10)

The following dimensionless independent where superscript T denotes vector transpose. The
variables are introduced, based on the two right-hand side (source) terms are defined: SI-0,
physical scales of reference inner chamber radius,
*, and reference injection velocity, vo*: =45 Ir-xt-

r - r*/Ro*, x - x*/Ro*, t - t*/t o *  (1) - - V., r -W- - . -e -

where to* -Ro*/vo* [? ( g7?-3 . 4 -M)]. (11)

T dependent variables are: " (

v-v/v, u.,u o.. ,$a

* ~ ~itk~.,4-/ (12)

(2)

The properties used for non-dimensionalization are 8- .,
the reference (injected) density, S:, and the YVrW o:
reference chamber pressure, Po*; the corresponding
thermal enthalpy, h*, is calculated from the ,
caloric equation of 0state, -AyIM. W7

- _ *k*(3) C(.*..-x

where Y'.Cp/Cv is the specific heat ratio, is+
considered a constant. The reference sceed of
sound is (13)

~) ~T~)v ~The following physical boundary data are
(4) available, for the cold-flow simulation:

The corresponding injection Mach number is
(a) On the centerline, (t, r-0, x):

The reference (injection) Reynolds number, and
Prandtl number are, respectively,

-- " (b) At the porous (injected) surface, (t, r-l, x:
L~ t  '(6)

Recall that the viscosity, thermal conductivity v -vo(x,t), u * 0, h a ho(x,t) (15)
and isobaric specific heat are all uniform and
constant within the present cold-flow simulation.

3 .
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The major aspect of the near-wall behavior Departure of the steady state data from the
from the viscD-acoustic point of view, is the predictions of the aforementioned formulation by
laminar dissipative processes typical to that Culick (1] was attributed to possible transition
reqion. This analysis is focused on the near-wall to turbulence. As will be shown in this study,
processes. Although the solultions derived are the pressure data obtained can be simulated very
nonsteady in general, the radial wall-layer well with a first-order pressure perturbation,
distributions obtained could best be demonstrated arising from the laminar viscous wall-layer
at steady state. For this reason, the review analysis.
herein is limited to steady behavior.

Earlier, Yagodkin [9) reported an
Culick [I] derived a solution to the Stokes experimental cold flow setup, with an injected

stream function equation or flow in a pipe with porous pipe. The maximal injection Reynolds
injected sidewalls. The flow is rotational, and number was 250, which is 2-3 orders of magnitude
despite being inviscid, could obtain a solution less than that corresponding to actual internal
for the axial velocity component which satisfied rocket flows. Hot-wire anemometry was used to
the no-slip boundary condition at the wall. The obtain axial velocity and axial velocity
solution which satisfies the boundary data, fluctuation vs axial and radial distance.
namely, u(x-0)=0, u(r-l)-0, and v(rl)-l, yields: Turbulence intensity seems to peak near the

surface, and decrease toward the centerline and
-" toward the pipe wall. These observations are

qualitatively similar to those obtained later by
rYamada, et al (10]. Although a transition region,Iv X A= rzc2)at Reo-100-150, was speculated [9] to involve

'large eddy structures", no such evidence appears
Of the general family of solutions obtainable, in the experimental data reported (9].
only that which allows full determination of the
vorticity (the azymuthal component alone remains,) Further studies by Yagodkin, with Varapaev
by the available boundary data, is physically [111 and Sviridenkov 112] are theoretical, and
meaningful; the rest were therefore rejected. The address the problem of laminar stability of
axial pressure distribution obtained from the injected channel flows, ie., transition to
momentum equation is parabolic, turbulence. Thus, modified versions of the Orr-

Sommerfield problem were investigated analytically* r'~ 0)-&)14E~~- (lx) 11] and numerically [12]. Two related laminar
flow stability analyses are by Goldshtik, et al

This type of injected flow field has been (13] and Alekseev, et al (14]. None of these
investigated oreviously both experimentally and theoretical analyses indicates the presence of
theoretically. In particular the early large turbulent eddy structures prior to a full
theoretical work of Berman [2], who arrived at a transition point, neither do they obtain an origin
power-series solution to the perturbation problem of such turbulence on the centerline upstream.
of suction in a flat, porous-walled channel, with

- the suction Reynolds number serving as small- Recently Flandro 115) has carried out a
perturbation quantity. The analytical results of theoretical analysis for a burning propellant in a
G. Taylor (3] and Wageman and Guevara [4] more cylindrical grain, under the effect of incident
closely resemble the cosine terms of Culick [I]; acoustic waves. A detailed formulation was
both [3,4] have carried out experiments as well, derived with a double expansion, in terms of both
and both demonstrated very good agreement between inverse Reynolds number as well as Mach number
the measured axial velocity profiles and the (independent small parameters). A nonsteady
calculated ones. It appears that Culick [1] has premixed combustion zone was considered near the
arrived at his results independently, since no propellant surface; the assumption is made,
reference was made to any of the previous works, however, that flow within the oombustin zone is
In the experiments by Dunlap, Willoughby ari pure radial, ie., zero axial comonent to all
IHermsen (5], the formulation derived by Culick I] ordrs. Thus it could be anticipated that the
was used to correlate the measured data, again results resemble (regarding nonsteady combustion
with considerable success, regarding the coreflow behavior) those of 'rien (16], and there seems to
axial velocity profile, that is, away from the be otly small differences between the response to
close neighborhood of the wall. tangent and to perpendicular wave incedence. The

0 problem is finally solved w. merically, and details
Other experiments by Olson and Eckert [6] and of the inner/outer matching process were not given.

later by Huesman and Eckert (7] tend likewise to
verify the validity of this formulation, in In the remainder of this paper, the viscous,
particular regarding the radial velocity profile, injected wall layer formulation is derived, in
which indeed exhibits a peak near the porous perturbation form. Analytical near field
surface (6], as well as the axial pressure solutions are obtained for all variables up to
distribution (the latter shown as a linear second order, regarding the radial coordinate
correltaion between the friction coefficient, Cf, dependence; the remaining (x,t)-dependence is
and the inverse mean axial velocity, which are shown to be governed by relatively simple partial
both proportional to I/x. differential system. These solutions are

discussed, with particular attention to the
The recent (and ongoing) experimental study resultant (first order) pressure distribution and

by Brown, et al (8) provides valuable information wall shear stress, for which experimental data are
regarding the steady state axial pressure profile available.
and the axial velocity distribution, as well as
Sonsteady wall heat transfer (obtained by exciting
the standing acoustic modes in the tube).
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* NONLINEAR COMBUSTION INSTABILITY IN SOLID
PROPELLANT MOTORS: VISCO-ACOUSTIC COUPLING

Dr. Moshe Ben-Reuven*
Princeton Combustion Research Laboratories, Inc.

Mormouth Junction, New Jersey

This analysis is aimed at the near-wall v - radial velocity component
processes in an injected, axisymmetric, viscous x - axial distance (dimensionless)
flow. It is a part of an overall study of solid y - radial, magnified wall layer
propellant rocket instability, in which cold flow coordinate, perpendicular to surface,
simulation is evaluated as a tool to elucidate
poesible instability-driving mechanisms. One such
prominent mechanism seems to be visco-accustic Greek Symbols:
coupling, as indicated by earlier detailed order
of magnitude analysis. The major component of the V Cr/C v specific heat ratio
overall study, not reported herein, involves A difference, increment
numerical simuletion of the full coreflow - length scales
equations of motion (nonsteady, axisummetric) by a = small perturbation quantity
modified MacCormack integration technique. The 7' = thermal conductivity of gas (air),

b formulation is presented in terms of a singular J/K-1-s
boundary layer problem, with detail (up to second p. - viscosity coefficient, kg/m-s
order) given only to the near-wall region. The - density
injection Reynolds number is assumed large, and
its inverse square root serves as an appropriate Subscripts, Superscripts:
small-perturbation quantity. The injected Mach
number is also small, and taken of the same order ( )o . denotes zeroth order (perturbation)
as the aforesaid small quantity. The radial- ( )I - denotes first order nerturbation

* dependence of the inner solutions up to second () denotes dimensional quantity
order is solved, in polynominal form. This leaves
the (x,t) dependence to much simpler partial n2I)
differential equations. Particular results
demonstrate the existence of a first-order This is part of a study aimed at elucidation
pressure perturbation, which arises due to the of the physical mechanisms capable of driving
dissipative near-wall processes. This pressure acoustic instability in solid propellant motors,

• and the associated viscous friction coefficient particularly of the type termed velocity-coupled
* are shown to agree very well with experimental instability. Previous studies on the coupling

injected flow data. between velocity oscillations and the combustion
process in solid propellant motors have

Ademonstrated the complexitv of the overall
phenomenon, but have not yet defined the basic

- At , A - rw'-zle throat area and port exit area, mechanisms nor how they operate under flow
respectively conditions prevailing in rocket chambers.

a - adiabatic velocity of sound Critical literature review and order of magnitude
Cf - wall friction coefficient, analyses of velocity coupling mechanisms have been
Cv , Cp - isochoric and isobaric specific heats carried out, including visco-acoustic coupling and

(J/kg-K) turbulence combustion coupling. The major goal of
F a radial mass flux (dimensionless) the study is the analytical simulation of the
G - axial mass flux (dimensionless) interior flow field within a solid propellant
h - thermal enthalpy, dimensionless Qrain. The focus is on the Stokes layer, with the
Km  - ratio of inverse Reynolds number and objective of investigating the particular

Mach number squared instability mechanism of visco-acoustic coupling.
* L - chamber length Preliminary analysis has indicated that this

M - Mach number mechanism is both plausible and sufficiently
p - pressure powerful to drive nonlinear vibrations; it has
P -Prandtl number been shown that the frequency-dependent surface

r* -channel radius heat fee k component, due to visccus/acoustic

- Injected Reynolds number coupling, has both phase and amplitude ranges
r a radial coordinate which would enable driving of acoustic vibrations;

* s1, 2,3  =source0-terms in the equations of its amplitude tends to increase as the mean
motion for coreflow coreflow Mach number and the frequency become

SSR -Strouhal number, injected higher. A comprehensive analytical model of the
t time (dimensionless) flow field within the viscous wall layer region
Uo  parameter defining (x,t) - variation has been derived, for an axisymmetric, nonsteady

of wall layer axial velocity component flow field configuration. For a simulation of the
* u, u axial velocity, and mean axial cold flow teat results gnerated at tM/CSD, four

coreflow velocity respectively conservation equations are incorporated for
continuity, momentum and energy.

*ftearch i entist
H ser, AIAA

C"1001* 0 Amweu ftue et f AfrfUImet No
Asumumics Inc.. 1964. AN rtgbus fW~ffd.
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The corresponding injection Mach number is

The reference (injection) Reynolds number and Prandtl number are, respectively,

V.* W41N(7)

Recall that the viscosity, thermal conductivity and isobaric specific heat are
all uniform and constant within the present cold-flow simulation. These
idealizations are incorporated merely for convenience, in allowing clear
identification of physical interactions within the coreflow, at low (axial) Mach
numbers; sharp pressure and temperature variation are obviously precluded.

The dimensionless equations of motion are as follows, for the region

0 < x < i, 0 c r < 1, t > 0:

where the dependent variable vector is,

0UT .( 5V, V ()

The radial and axial flux terms are, respectively,

FT .( V V ZAv -fp )(1

where superscri-t T denotes vector transpose. The right-hand side (source) terms
are defined: S1=0 ,

r (12)
4 1- _ 4

• (13)

S4 -- :1 Lk ri -,ar t J

4- v CrIL(Z #J*U(
-- K (.4)

:he parameters,T, Pr, M 2, R are all constants. Note that incorporation of
t'.e oressure gradient wihin Ve R source term in the radial momentum ecuation,

e the axial pressure gradient fs included within the axial flux comonent,
is merely for convenience. In the meantime, the viscous and thermal

S,-r -Sive terms, 0(l/Reo), are expected to be very small over most of the
.,-, - dorain, excluding the neighborhood of the walls.

UNCLASSIFIED
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The following physical boundary data are available, for the cold-flow
simulation:

(a) On the centerline, (t, r-O, x):

V=o, -ta C. a(15)

(b) At the porous (injected) surface, (t, r-l, x):

v a -vo(x,t), uS0, h a ho(x,t) (16)

(c) At the (nonpermeable solid) head-end closure, (t, r, xw0):

V - 0, u W 0, h a hH(rt) (17)

The functions vo(x,t), ho(x,t) and hH(r,t) are arbitrary imposed distributions.

(d) The exit plane, defined by (t, r, x-L), forms an entrance into a short,
convergent nozzle section. This nozzle section is treated separately from
the rest of the flow field.

The foregoing discussion has summarized the coreflow analytical model,

including the equations of motion and the relevant boundary data.

THE INJECTED SIDEWALL LAYER

The flow region of interset is close to the surface, where viscous forces
are expected to be appreciable within a thin layer, as shown i-, r.i:. 2

For the neighborhood of r-l, the following transform is proposed for the
radial coordinate:

y - (l-r)/_ (18)

which magnifies the wall layer, with

C F = _ / R o 1/ 1 (19)

(20)

and r - I - y0
The assumDtion for small injection Mach number is constrained as follows.
Obviously, the injection Mach number appears as an additional parameter in the
formulation (eauations of momentum and energy). In the flow fields of interest
for simulation herein, M0 is also very small; in consideration of typical
experiments at CSD/UTC with air injection, we find

* , 2 -- O/ ~ st
which adequately represents a range of cold-flow conditions. This offers great
simplification in the analysis, although at the cost of narrower range of
Qeneal application (considering the relative freedom of the two major flow
parameters, Reo and Mo). Therefore, a parameter is introduced,

-21.

The question of timescale depends upon the range of frequencies of
interest. The following reasoning will demonstrate that for the range of

UNCl A.SIFIFr)
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conditions considered for the present simulation, the timescale can remain the
same one as in the coreflow. The viscous layer thickness is

Iv - Ro /VW (22)

The Stokes Layer thickness (for acoustic perturbations with a frequency f.)

%STO )fo (23)

The ratio of these two thickness scales Is,

4v/ 'STO ifoo*iP- (24)
where SRO is the relevant (injection) Strouhal number. The range of Strouhal
numbers considered is SRO - 0(1), so one need not introduce any additional
timescales.

The independent variables are (xy,t), while the associated dependent
variables, in the wall-layer, are perturbed,

(25)

while the following abbreviations are introduced,

, ~ 0i4~v ~$L4-t ~ L (26)

For the perturbation variables of Eqs. (18)-(26), the continuity equation
yields

+ F(27)

The following hierarchv is collected:

ORDER 11/"

-, F o ,t) (2....).
(28)

ORDERFP (ZEROTH)

- ..t 9

ORDEP E ((29)TORDER El (FIRST)

_ 2 _ V F._Z = F, o
Zrt (30) .;

The radial momentum balance, after similar substitution, ,ields the following

h i e rr--cfiy.

ORDER 1/ E3.

(31)

0~~'v-- frI7 & t) (32)
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ORDER 1/E

-- (IF, v,,)/a = (33)

ORDER ,0 (ZEROTH):

-~ ( C, C~tt~VObV~t.~-(34)

ORDER (FIRST):

e. Usa , , U)- ~V. IF. + o

(35)

Similarly, the axial momentum balance yields the associated hierarchy:

ORDER 1/ E2:

,,- .= o ~= =P. cc) (36)

ORDER l/ /".

K., (37)

where we used Foe o - GoV o . This equation is of great importance, as will be
shown later.-

ORDER C ° (ZEROTH):

(38)

ORDER El (FIRST):

IF vJI. 14 1 v~o +

(39)

After similar substitution, the enthalpy equation in the wall layer yields
the following hierarchy, for

ct' f' o P (40)

ORDER 1I/_

4), - - (41)

UNCLASSIFIED
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Note that on the left hand side, according to Eqs. (28), (33)

(since F. ,f 0 in general). Now, according to Eq. (36), po po(t), so that
both sides are identically zero, as

Therefore, Eq. (41) does not yield any new information.

ORDER F-0 (ZEROTH) 0 (1,., ,,., _Aoi

(42)
ORDER £1 (FIRST)

~t0 0 )~( 4.V, ) - o~~+ Y(VVv1*~ V.)

(43)

This concludes the derivation of the perturbed equations of motion.

The results of lower-order analysis can be summarized as follows. From Eq.
(28),

%o 6F y-j-

while from Eq. (2.87), using the last equation,

vo  vo (x,t) (44)

Thus ',, v and Fo are all independent of y. Further, from Eqs. (31) and
(36) fiearly .=.4i

while from Eq. (32),

P1 Pl (x,t); (45)

so that both po and pl are independent of y. As a consequence of Eq. (45),

f1, 4P, Csit) (46)

One may now proceed to solve Eq. (37) directly for Uo:

=4 1tV~Xl Vlt)= DPI

(47)

UNCLASSIFIED
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with the boundary condition, (no-slip):

uo (xeot) * 0 (48)

Of course, the (x,t) dependence of uo still remains to be found. However,
its dependence upon the layer coordinate, y, is found to be linear; this result
is certainly not obvious, and has several important implications.

The shear stress within the layer,

is obviously nonzero in general, while being independent of distance from the
wall at any given station (x,t). Even more striking is the vanishing of the
viscous dissipation term at zeroth order:

which leaves in the zeroth-order axial momentum equation a balance of inertial
terms, strictly, cf. Eq. (38). This explains physically the success (up to
first order) of modeling this family of injected flows by assuming rotational,
inviscid motions; such modeling indeed obtains solutions for the axial velocity
profile, which satisfy the no-slip condition at the wall (ral).

It further appears that the shear stress, Eq. (49), is proportional to the
first-order axial pressure gradient, while being inversely proportional to the
injected mass flux, as would be expected. Of course,bP,/?x depends on P., and
one expects their ratio to be finite at the limit as zero injection is
approached.

In addition to the foregoing result for axial velocity, the zeroth order
formulation can be utilized to solve for the y-dependence of the other dependent
variables. The zeroth order continuity equation can be written now as

Now, since Fo and fo are independent of y, hence, one may split the foregoing
equation,

5/~ ob('tt c C&Y, t)()

where Co(x,t) is a common separation parmeter, with a range of value- uniquely

corresponding to the boundary data.

The second equation yields

F1 (y,x,t) a Do(x,t) + Co(x,t). y'.1 y2 (52)

where:

Bo(x,t) P F1 (0,x,t) (53)

golx~t) a (. 54)....' "

Similarly, from the zeroth order radial momentum equation:
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(56)
The last equation can be integrated,

C, -Va C' .

FV (.1 xt) (57)

The foregoing results for F1 and V, yield for the first-order density:

(58)

Note that: Sl(Ox,t) m (B0 - 0 BOl)v o

so that 4g is uniquely defined and an additional integration constant is not
necessary.

Now, following the definition of and since

4/ L -O) tOM I 0
then:

hl(Yx,t) - l(YXvt) + B2 (x,t) (59)

Thus, hl(y,x,t) is second order in y; like fl ; the appropriate boundary
condition is,

B2 (x,t) a hl(0,x,t) - ho(B o - foBl)/Fo (60)

The axial momentum, after dividing through by Fo , Eq. (38) leads to:

-5-F V " "0 (61)

Now, according to the foregoing results:

_CIO

.... J~EL .~L cc(63)
-o "

(64)

Substitution into Eq. ( 4I ) yields, after some manipulation:

(65)
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where

'Jo-J P~.J C&I (66)

thus,

and "  (67)

ul(0,x,t) = 0

satisfying the no-slip condition at the wall. Thus, the perturbed axial
velocity is third order in its y-dependence, and the corresponding viscous
dissipation term (unlike its zeroth-order counterpart), does not vanish within
the layer.

With the foregoing derived results, the zeroth order enerqy equation can
be shown to yield merely a condition conection U. and vo timewise:

Lv. C C t) -68(
(68) -

One may turn now to the first-order energy equation, which seems to yield some
simply and highly useful results even without full solution. Equation (43)
written in terms of pressure, reads:

(69)

After some manipulation one obtains:

The first bracketed term, after using Eq. (68) and the foregoing results, is
simply

vo - (Cl-voCo )/Fo

The enthalpy term, according to Eqs. (58) and (59) is:

/ 0071

The first order axial velocity gradient car be found from Eq. (67).
Substitution of the last results along with the appropriate expression for Vl,
into Eq. (70) and collection of equal power; of y yields:
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-' ?Ccxffro 11= (72),

Compatibility with the foregoing derivation (in which y and (x,t) variable
separation was implemented), can be maintained, provided each of the bracketed
terms in Eq. (72) vanishes identically. The resulting four compatibility
relations~partial differential)would determine the behavior of the wall sublayer
system up to the rirat order in , the small perturbation quantity. However,
a total of three undetermined coefficients should arise necessarily, to
accommodate coupling with the outer, inviscid (core) flowfield, through inner/
outer asymptotic matching.

THE FIRST ORDER PRESSURE PERTURBATION

Of particular interest in the present analysis is the pressure,

p(y,x,t) = po(t) a -P0(X,t)

which is a directly measurable auantity. From the axial momentum balance in
perturbed form, it is evident that the rotational ('inviscid") coreflow can not
sustain a first order term like pl/ x herein; the lqwest-order axial pressure
gradient effect evolves only at second order, or £'p2-1 evel. This is clearly
borne out in the analyses of Culick, and others, in which the axial pressure
drop is proportional to TM0  (Mach number of injection, squared), or to £2
according to the convention employed here.

This, however, is not what is observed in the recent injected cold flow -.
experiments of Brown, et al at CSD/UTC; the measured axial pressure profiles -.
clearly indicate variation of order Moi - , or first order.-

It therefore seems that the viscous wall layer, with its inherent first- -.--

order dissipative processes, impresses this axial pressure variation, at first .....
order, over the entire cross section of the injected channel. Needless to say,
this would involve a corresponding variation or distortion of the coreflow
radial and axial velocity profiles - from their zeroth order representation.

To resolve the axial variation of p by the wall layer formulation, the
second compatibility condition in Eq. 7? ) can be used, corresponding to the y-term:

c.a +

F (73)

For the special case of uniform (zeroth order) injection at steady state, the.
presence of a nonzero first-order pressure perturbation would imply physically a.
corresponding nonzero perturbation upon the mass flux injected, i.e.,

B0  F1 (0,x,t) 4( 0

as tiven by Eq. (53). Now at steady state, although B is expected to vary
with p wmewi assume for simplicity that Bo(x) - o const.

With the foregoing steady state assumptions, Eq. (73) can be readily

turned into an ordinary differential equation, for otx2L:

UNCLASSIFIED
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where pl(x) is the steady state first-order pressure perturbation; the
:oefficients are:

- s(75)

Note that at steady state, according to Eqs. (50) and (55), respectively, Co-F o

and Ci-Foo; thus, in Eq. (73), Cl-CoVo-O.

The boundary data are,

dpl/d?(0)-0, and Pl(x-L)-PL (76)

The solution is straightforward,

C- lco/&, -~.1  c (77)

(78)

This concludes the derivation of the injected, viscous wall layer, up to
second order. Full solutions, namely, matching between inner and outer
expansions will not be attempted herin. Important insights are obtained already
from resolvinq the near-field behavior up to second orde:, in terms of the y-
polynominals.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

To facilitate comparison with the experimental data reported by Brown, et
al, one may form the normalized axial pressure differential,

P - 0)-- o( )L .L . C b

(79)

This axial pressure differential expression is used to correlate the
experimental data of Brown, et al, as shown in Fig. 3. Clearly, the measured
pressure profile is correlated very well by Eq. (79), which is obviously
superior to the expression attributed to Culick, shown as well.

It should be pointed out that a single point of the data (x: &pl) has been
utilized to obtain a scale for the comparison (this is necessary, since no
physical input is available regarding the value of B, the perturbed injected
mass flux, necessary for defining bl, bo), along wit po-F a v - 1, and'=
1.4. Suppose now that Km-l, and we select a value of Bo-6?. (This is based on
some trial and error - but shows how the correlation was obtained without any
regression analysis); then,

bo-l/Bo-l/60, bul/-6Bol-/l.4x60, - 0.012

Jbobl - I/ jB - 0.014

Two important observations are therfore demonstrated: (1) axial pressure
variation to lowest order is O(6), and is governed by the dissipative wall

o~esses, as shown in the rigorous analysis herein. The behavior
o in7ein x differs from than the parabolic pressure drop formula of Culick

11], and (2) one need not invoke local turbulence generation or turhulence
encroachment upon the surface to explain the departure of measured PI from a
laminar behavior.

Another vroperty of interest is the wall friction coefficient, or
dimensionless wall shear stress, V

UNCLASSIFIED
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here V* denotes the mean axial coreflow velocity. Using dimensionless
)nvention employed herein, along with the wall layer coordinate,

Cf0  (90)

s u-2x was used, for a cylindrical port, and subscript zero denotes zeroth
rder convention.

Now, from Eqs. (47) and (77),

here the first square root term is of order unity. This parameter is plotted
gainst 1/2x (which denotes the ratio of blowing to mean axial velocity) in Fig.
. A nearly linear relationship is obtained, using the foregoing coefficient
alues. In comparison, the data obtained by Olson and Eckert (6] is considered.
ef. 6 includes a plot of the ratio of (axial pressure gradient)/(mean dynamic
xial head) vs v */uo* - 1/2x. This obtains an almost linear correlation, as
rould be exvecte% from a parabolic pressure drop. The slight curvature however,
Particularly apparent at small values of 1/2x < 0.01, can be followed only with
he present formulation, not with any parabolic pressure profile. Thus, the
lirst order pressure distribution, obtained from he viscous wall layer analysis,
larees well with the measured data of Brown, et al 18), while the associated
oall friction coefficient follows the same trend as that measured by Olson and
.ckert 16].

CONCLUSIONS

A derivation of the viscous wall layer regime has been presented,
Pertaining to injected flow in an axial porous tube, in simulation of interior
solid propellant rocket flows.

Solutions for the radial coordinate (or y-dependence) of all the devendent
iariables up to te second order have been generated, in polynominal form. The
(x,t)-dependence is defined in terms of a relatively simple partial differential
system.

Particular results of the analysis for the soecial case of steady state,
ore: (1) the first order pressure perturbation was solved for and its axial
listribution is given explicitly; this term is entirely due to the laminar
5issipative wall-layer processes, and (2) the blown wall friction coefficient
was likewise defined. Both results correlate well the available experimental
lata. Finally, (3) the zeroth order axial velocity distribution within the
layer is linear radially; thus, to lowest order, viscous dissipation is
mealiqible in the axial momentum balance. This indicates why inviscid,
rotational solutions (such as those of Culick [Il and others, chosen so as to
satisfy the no-slip condition at the wall) are so successful in representing
these family of flows - up to first order.

ROKENCLATURE

t A - nozzle throat area and port exit area, respectively

a * adiabatic velocity of sound

Cf - wall friction coefficient, Eq. (80)

Cv, Cp * isochoric and isobaric specific heats (J/kg-K)
F radial mass flux (dimensionless)"

G axial mass flux (dimensionless)

UNCLASSIFIED
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h - thermal enthalpy, dimensionless

Km  a ratio of inverse Reynolds number and Mach number squared, Eq. (21)

L * chamber length

- Mach number

p - pressure

Pr a Prandtl number, Eq. (7)

Ro* - channel radius

Reo a injected Reynolds number, Eq. (7)

r - radial coordinate

S1,2, 3  - ="source'-terms in the eouations of motion for coreflow, Eqs. (12)-
(14)

SRO a Strouhal number, injected, (Eo. 24)

t = time (dimensionless)

Uo  = parameter defining (x,t) - variation of wall layer axial velocity
component

u, u - axial velocity, and mean axial coreflow velocity respectively

v a radial velocity component

x a axial distance (dimensionless)

y a radial, magnified wall layer coordinate, perpendicular to surface,
Eq. (18)

Greek Symbols:

* C/C V specific heat ratio

/ = difference, increment, Eq. (79)

length scales, Eqs. (22)-(24)

small perturbation quantity, Eq. (19)

thermal conductivity of gas (air), J/K-m-s

= viscosity coefficient, kg/m-s

density

Subscripts, Superscripts:

S)o - denotes zeroth order (perturbation)

= denotes first order perturbation

) denotes dimensional quantity
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WITHIN THE VISCOUS SUBLAYER (STOKES LAYER) WHERE PRIMARY COMBUSTION OCCURS:

FRECUENCY-EPENENT SURFACE DC-COMPONENT: ACOUSTIC STREAMING,
HEAT TRANSFER (FIRST ORDER), WHEN U, V NOT OUT OF PHASE, NET
WITH~ PHASE RELATIVE TO X-MOMENTUM TRANSFEP OCCURS,
ATTENZ)AN! PERTURBATION. (SECOND ORDER),

rv,-U

CORECLOH

ACOUSTIC :.*

MOTIONS

WONSTEADY CONOENSEO)
P HASE (THERMA.
RELAXATION, DYNAMIC

Ficure 1. Schematic of the inner motor nonsteady Combustion
process simulated by the injected cold flow analysis.

SOLID VISCOUS
END-WALL WALL LAYER

/x

CYLINDRICAL POROUS WALL
WITH INJECTION

Figure 2. Schematic of the Injected wall layer region
ShOwina the maqnified coordinate.
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Figure 3. Axial pressure distribution: correlation of the

experimental data of Brown, et al 18] by the present theory,

Eq. (79), shown superior to the parabolic distribution of

Culick.
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* F igure d. 1Wal1 friction coeffie nt

vs reduced blowing rate showing

_ slight curvature at small blowinQ
- fraction. This agrees well with the

results of Olson and Eckert 16), and
could not be explained bv the

- & inviscid solutions of Culick 11].
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